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ABSTRACT 

The pnnted circuit board test industry continually requires faster, more accurate 

and more economical techniques to find rnanufacturing defects such as open and short 

circuits. Cirlog Corporation developed a prototype test system. capable of detecting 

rnanufacturing defects widiout contacting the board under test. based on electric field 

principlss called the Contactless Test System (CTS) (US. Patent 55 17 1 10). This thesis 

gives an overview of PCB test equipment, the CTS technology and describes the 

utilization of electrostatic field simulations and experimentai measwments in the 

continued research and development of the CTS technology. An equivalent circuit 

mode1 is developed for the CTS and various simulations are conducted to determine and 

demonstrate the characteristics and capabilities of the technology. Simulation techniques 

utilized include a parallel plate model, empirical formulas and solving the CTS geometry 

as an electrostatic problem. The electrostatic solution utilizes the Method of Moments 

(MoM), to solve the integral equation that arises fiom Poisson's equation subject to 

boundary conditions. Dielectric regions are incorporated into the simulation models and 

their influence on the CTS technology characteristics are described. A Complex Images 

technique is described for multiple layer dielectric geometries. Simulating the CTS 

technology proved very useful in understanding generai characteristics associated with 

changing various parameters such as the dimensions and spacing of stimulators, sensors 

and the traces under test. Simulations aiso assist in understanding and Iocating the 

position of defects. Furthemore, the simulations detemiined that the prototype signal 

processing electronics use of rectification reduced sensitivity to some faults. Comparing 



the simulation resdts to experimental data demonstrated that in order to accurately 

calculate the exact signals detected by the senson, a more complicated mode1 would be 

required that incorporates multiple dielectnc iayee. Furthemore. a more accurate 

positioning technique would be required to locate the traces that are scanned. such that 

simulation parameters are more accurately established. Not only are simulations an 

excellent tool for the research and development of the CTS technology. simulations may 

be utilized to generate the "Gold Board" data required for manufacturing defect analysis 

in a future test system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Introduction 

The purpose of this thesis was to utilize simulations in the research and 

development of a Pnnted Circuit Board (PCB) Manufacturing Defect Analyzer (MDA). 

Cirlog Corporation in Winnipeg, Manitoba developed a prototype Contactless Test 

System (CTS). The CTS technology (US. Patent 55 171 10) utilizes electric field 

principles to detect faulty PCBs without contacting the surface of the Board Under Test 

(BUT). This report details electrostatic simulations and experimental measurements that 

were conducted to better understand and investigate the capabilities of the technology. 

During the manufacture and subsequent handling of printed circuit boards, defects 

such as unwanted open circuits or short circuits may develop in or between circuit 

pathways and electronic components. Manufacturers continually look for faster, more 

accurate and more economical ways to find defects. It is necessary and cost effective to 

perform automated testing of both populated and unpopulated PCBs for manufacturing 

quality control. 

There is a need for a test system and method that will detect manufacturing faults 

on printed circuit boards without contacting the BUT. Furthemore, there is a need for a 

technique that does not require functional test vectos, and that does not require isolating 

adjacent components on the printed circuit board for test purposes. There is a further 

requirement that the PCB being tested is not functioning or energized in an unique state 



during the test procedure. There is still a M e r  need in the art for a system with simple 

fixturing in which direct electrical contact between sensors or sources and the BUT is not 

required and the printed circuit board is tested independent of its structure and 

fùnctionality. The test technique should be capable of detecting a wide range of faults. 

such as: open circuits. shon circuits. missing components. misaligned components and 

so [der cracks. 

The CTS invention developed by Cirlog Corporation is an accurate method for 

detecting rnanufacninng defects on bare PCBs. The method does not require functionai 

test vectors. isolation of adjacent traces. unique energizing states or direct elecû-icai 

comection to the BUT. The technique is capable of detecting a wide range of faults such 

as: open circuits, shon circuits, missing traces, misaligned traces and solder cracks. A 

prototype called the CTS - 128, built by Cirlog Corporation. is described in this thesis and 

simulations and expenmental measurements are presented that were utilized to determine 

characteristics and capabilities of the technology. Cirlog Corporation designed and built 

the prototype and developed the scanning and imaging software. My work involved 

developing and performhg simulations and collecting experimental data ushg the 

prototype to compare and analyze results. 

Simulating the CTS technology was important for better understanding the 

technology in order to predict results. Information fiom simulations aided in 

optirnization of performance and in defining the characteristics for various geometries, 

which gave insight into the effects of faults. The ultimate simulator would be able to 

generate the Gold Board data, which would replace the scanning of a known good board 

2 



Chapter I Introduction 

for defect testing. The requirement of a known good board to compare against for fault 

detection is an undesirable but common feature in PCB test systems today. 

Electrostatic simulations were utilized to demonstrate the characteristics of simple 

geometries and the effects of changing various parameters. such as spacing and 

dimensions of tracks and sensors. The characteristics were studied by constructing an 

equivaient circuit mode1 and then determining the values of the individual cornponents in 

the mode1 with simulations. 

Various simulation techniques were implemented to calculate the signals detected 

by the CTS sensors. The simulation techniques include: the parallel plate model. 

empirical formulas and solving the CTS geometry as an electrostatic problem. The 

electrostatic solution involved utilizing the Method of Moments (MoM), to solve integral 

equation formulated fiom Poisson's equation subject to boundary conditions. The CTS 

electrostatic problem was solved in a homogeneous region (fiee space) and also with 

dielecûic layers in the geometry. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of PCB test equipment. An overview is provided 

for both bare and loaded PCB testen and a more detailed description is given for the state 

of the art testers available today that utilize contactless electromagnetic features. 

Chapter 3 describes the CTS technology in detail. A theoretical explanation is 

given and the CTS-128 protoîype built by Cirlog Corporation is described. Expenmental 

data I collected frorn the prototype is presented and analyzed. 
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Chapter 4 describes the different simulation techniques utilized in studying the 

CTS technology. Empirical formulas are described dong with electrostatic solutions and 

the Method of Moments (MoM) technique for solving integrai equations. Techniques for 

incorporating the dielectric effects into the simuiation model are included and the 

accuracy of the techniques is invesrigated. Simulations are utilized to determine the 

general charactenstics of the CTS technology. CTS- 128 prototype experimental data is 

compared against simulation data for a straight track segment and the incorporation of 

dielectnc layers into the model is presented. 

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes on the simulation findings and presents 

recornmendations for future work involving simulations to continue the research and 

development of Cirlog Corporation's CTS technology. 
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2. OVERVIEW OF PCB TEST METHODS 

This section of the report discusses existing test techniques and equipment in 

industry to test unpopulated and populated printed circuit boards (PCBs) and gives 

detailrd descriptions of electromagnetic features utilized. The CTS technology is 

currently implemented for unpopulated PCBs and simulations have only been performed 

for unpopulated PCBs. Populated PCB testing wodd introduce numerous tolerance 

issues for the CTS technology in its current form. The signais detected by the senson are 

very sensitive to height variations and proximity to the board is an Important factor. 

2.1 Overview Of Testing Unpopulated PCBs 

Visual inspection with cameras is the most common test technique used for 

unpopulated PCBs. Electrical testing with probes directly contacting the surface of the 

PCB is also very common. The disadvantage of using a technique that touches the 

surface of the PCB is the possibility of damage caused by the probes. The following is a 

brief description of different types of test technique for unpopulated or bare PCBs. 

2.11 Automated Optical Inspection ( A 0 0  

Automated Optical Inspection (AOI), or visual inspection, involves the use of 

cameras to photograph a known good board, or "Gold Board", which becomes the 

standard other boards are tested against- The black and white images of bare PCB traces 

are compared with sophisticated software techniques to find and isolate faults. The 
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length and width of the smallest bit of acquired visual information m u t  be smaller than 

the smallest fault needed to detect A01 test systems are the most expensive unpopulated 

test systems. 

2.1.2 Optical Inspection 

Low volume production testing of PCBs is sometimes performed by human 

inspection[l]. The operator is supplied with a split image. one of a Gold Board and one 

of the board under test. 

2.1.3 Flying Probe Tester 

Flying Probe testen [2] are used for both low and high volume testing. This 

technique is an electrical inspection technique using two probes. Both probes are 

positioned and connected to the board under test and continuity or isolation 

measurements are made. The test systems can be found with multiple probe pain to 

speed up testing for higher volume production with larger sized PCBs that have many test 

points. By touching the surface of the PCB, the probes could potentially cause damage. 

These systems can be used without testing of a known good board. depending on the test 

requirements. A Flying Probe tester is shown in Figure 2- 1. 
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Figure 2-1: Bare Board Flying Probe Tester [source: Bath Scientificl 

2.1.4 Universal Grid Tester (Bed-Of-Nails) 

A Universal Gnd Tester [3], or Bed-Of-Nails test system, utilizes a large matrix 

of spnng contact probes to contact the BUT. Probe grid sizes Vary depending on the 

testing requirements. The test system exercises the test by utilizing switching circuitry 

and making measurernents at specified test locations. By using information about the 

layout of the test board, test programs are written to switch the test measurement points 

as required. A measurement and electricai connection m u t  be made between the BUT 

and the test system for each test point. One test channel is required for each point on the 

probe grid. A Bed-Of-Nails tester is illustrated in Figure 2-2 and a picnire is s h o w  in 

Figure 2-3. 
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Figure 2-2: Bed-Of-Naüs Test [source: Test Electronics] 

Figure 2-3: Bed-Of-Nails Tester [source: Everett Charles Technologies] 

2.1.5 Dedicated Test Fixtures 

Dedicated test fixtures are custornized Bed-Of-Nails system containhg only those 

probes required to test a particular BUT. These system are typicd for large scale 
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production of specific PCBs. If the geometry of the board was to change the fixture 

would have to be redesigned accordingly. 

2.2 Overview Of Testing Populated PCBs 

Loaded PCBs are tested using a variety of different approaches [1][4]. Different 

types of test systems include: in-circuit testers (ICTs), manufacturing defects analyzers 

(MDAs). functional testers, automated optical inspection (AOI). andog signature analysis 

testers (ASAs), X-ray techniques and dedicated test systems. Many of these test systems 

have cross over capabilities and some are designed for high volume testing while others 

are designed for low volume testing and troubleshooting. Al1 the test systems have 

undesirable features ranging from mechanical requirements to Iack of fault coverage. A 

b ief  description of these test systems follows. 

2.2.1 In-Circuit Testers (ICT) 

ICTs are designed to test components that are in a circuit and on PCBs that are 

unpowered. Most ICTs use a Bed-Of-Nails fixture, which utilizes spring contact probes 

or "nails", to connect to the BUT. The nails connect to the BUT by pressure electricai 

contacts made to nodes and connect to the test system with wires that carry the test 

signais back and forth. The ICT tests each component, passive and active, one at a time. 

Passive components, such as resistors and capaciton, are tested by applying a voltage 

across the component and measuring the resulting current. Active components, such as 

transistors and ICs, are tested by applying specific inputs and checking the outputs with 

the use of tmth tables. 
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ICTs also include vectorless testing techniques used to detect manufacturing 

faults not detected by simple probing. Vectorless technique options are usually add-on 

features and include capacitive and inductive techniques designed for finding open circuit 

faults. Vectorless testing techniques are also f o n d  on MDAs and as stand alone systems. 

Many ICTs have Boundary Scat@] [6] [7] testing capabilities. which is a test technique 

involving specific designing of integrated circuits ( E s )  for testability. 

2.2.1.1 Boundary Scan 

In many cases it is not possible to make contact on the BUT with a Bed-Of-Nails 

or a Flying Probe type tester. Surface mount technology (SMT) and high density board 

designs prevent direct nodal access and require a different way to perform continuity tests 

between devices and the PCB. These types of designs require Boundary Scan test 

capabilities to fuid manufachuing defects such as open circuits. Boundary Scan requires 

powering up the BUT. 

Boundary Scan (ANSVIEEE 1 149.1 standard) is a special type of scan path with a 

register added at every U 0  pin on a device. The BUT must contain components that 

support Boundary Scan and by sending test patterns through scan chahs (interconnected 

Boundary Scan components) the output pattern is evaluated. This technique allows fault 

isolation at the component level. Many integrated circuits do not include Boundary Scan 

circuitry, however more and more SMT device are available with the Boundary Scan 

capability. The Boundary Scan test technique is an add on feahire for ICTs and c m  also 

be found as a stand alone test system. 
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2.2.2 Manufacturing Defects Analyzers (MDAs) 

Manufacninng Defects Analyzers (MDAs) [SI assume that the ICs on the BUT 

are good and testing is done on the BUT unpowered. An MDA uses a test fixture to 

probe circuit nodes much like an ICT. but only tests for manufachuing faults such as 

opens. shorts and missing components. MDAs use either Bed-Of-Nails fixtures or Flying 

Probes to comect to PCB nodes. Flying Probes use contact probes attached to xyz 

positioning scanners instead of the traditional Bed-Of-Nails to send test signals back and 

forth from the BUT. A Flying Probe tester is illustrated in Figure 2 4 .  Most MDAs 

rneasure the irnpedance between pairs of nodes on the unpowered BUT. A voltage is 

applied to one node and the current is measured exiting at another node, which is 

connected to the fmt node by a component. 

Figure 2-4: Flying Probe Tester [source: Takaya Corp.] 
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2.2.2.1 Vectorless Test 

Another test technique that detects manufacturing faults and in some cases 

defective ICs is called "vectorless testing" [9][10]. The three types of vectorless testing 

are: P-N junction testing. capacitive testing and inductive testing. Al1 three techniques 

require a Bed-Of-Nails test f i m e  to access nodes and the capacitive and inductive 

techniques require over clamp fixtures as shown in Figure 2-5. Vectorless testing was 

designed to elirninate the need for lengthy generation of test patterns required by other 

types of testers. Test programs for vectorless testing are relatively easy to generate and 

they supply excellent repair information. Like other MDAs, vectorless techniques allow 

PCB testing without powering the BUT. 

Figure 2-5: Vectorless Test System (source: Tenidyne) 
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2.23 Functional Testers 

Functional test systems have the capability to power up the BUT to find 

performance oriented problcms. The BUT is powered up to its operating environment 

and checked against its fûnctional specifications. Functional testing is required since 

some BUTS will pass tests on ICTs and MDAs. which only test individual components. 

but fail when run under normal operating conditions. The reasons for failing under 

normal operating conditions include problems with interactions between components or 

ICs that fail under normal operating clock rates. 

A functional test system determines whether or not the BUT works properly. 

However it provides less detailed information on faults when the BUT fails, as compared 

to ICTs and MDAs. 

2.2.4 Analog Signature Analysis (ASA) 

Analog Signature Anaiysis (ASA) is sirnilar to an MDA except that ASA testers 

are based on the idea that semiconductor devices' nonlinearities contain usefùI 

information. MDAs assume impedance is linear between nodes, whereas ASA 

determines the shape of the I vs V curve that represents the nonlinear impedance between 

nodes. ASA is sometimes referred to as VI trace. An ASA tester applies an electrical 

stimulus to a component, then it creates a unique curent-voltage analog signature 

(impedance signature) of the in-circuit behavior of that component. ASA testers do not 

use a Bed-Of-Nails, but rather corne with hand held probes or as a Flying Probe style 

tester. ASA testen are useN when a Bed-Of-Nails style test is not practical due to pin 

density or physical limits or when high cost fixturing is not practical due to low volumes. 

13 
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ASA is a power off test like ICTs and MDAs, but is designed to u s d l y  do low 

volume testing and troubleshooting. Some companies offer bench top ASAs with options 

to build up to an autornated testing station with a computer interface. oscilloscope. 

positioning carnera and xyz scanner. The automated ASA setup is sometimes used as a 

low volume MDA. Figure 2-6 is a picture of bench top ASA systems. 

Figure 2-6: Analog Signature Analysis Tester [source: Huntron] 

2.2.5 Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) 

Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) test systems [1][11] test for manufachring 

faults such as shorts, opens, missing components, misoriented components and track 

width or length variations. The A01 testers are usually placed at the end of an assembly 

line to catch manufachving faults in place of an MDA. An advantage of optical 

inspection is that no connections are made to the loaded BUT. 

2.2.6 Dedicated Testers 

In many cases a dedicated test fixture is designed for specific PCBs in order to 

facilitate testing. Dedicated testee are essentially a Bed-Of-Nails tester, containing only 

those probes required to test a specific BUT. Furthemore they are designed to test for 

specified types of faults, which means a dedicated test system could be an ICT, MDA, 

14 
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functional tester or a combinationai tester. PC motherboard test stations are a common 

example of a dedicated tester. 

2.2.7 Other Techniques 

Some other techniques that are more sophisticated and expensive include X-ray 

imaging. Scanned-Beam Laminography and Thermal irnaging sy stems [ 1 1 ( 1 21 [ 1 31 [ 141. 

X-ray imaging is used primarily for multilayer PCBs and detects minute defects such as 

hairline cracks around a via. that escape other rnethods. Scanned-Bearn Laminography is 

an X-ray technique that separates the top and bottom sides. or any other layers, into 

separate images. Thermal imaging systems indicate hot spots on operating PCBs and 

point out defects such as shorts and over stressed components. 

2.2.8 Summary of Loaded PCB Testers 

Al1 the test systems, except for optical and x-ray inspection systems. require nodal 

access to connect probes electrically to the BUT. Bed-Of-Nails, Flying Probes or manual 

probes are used to contact the BUT and the direct contact with the BUT c m  damage and 

introduce fauits on the BUT. Some testers require test vectors to be w&en before the 

BUT can be tested. The added tirne to begin testing is undesirable. 

Mechanical fixnirùig requirements add cost to test systems. Ail the Bed-Of-Nails 

type test systems require one of three ways to electrically connect the BUT to the nails: 

vacuum fixtures, pneumatic fixtures (air pressure) or simply mechanicd force fixtures. 

Vectorless techniques also require a Bed-Of-Nails fixture and the capacitive and 

inductive techniques require extra over-clamp fixturing. 
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Sorne techniques are limited since the cornponents on the BUT can not be tested. 

Boundary Scan testing requires the components on the BUT to have Boundary Scan 

capabilities built in. Added circuitry makes Boundary Scan components more expensive 

and as a result many components on BUTs are not Boundary Scan compatible. However. 

SMT and density of BUTs is resulting ir, more and more ICs with this capability. 

2.3 Electromagnetic Based Test Techniques 

This section of the report discusses state of the art test systems that utilize 

electromagnetic principles and represent the competition for the CTS technology in the 

marketplace. The competition includes conventional MDAs and vectorless test systems 

that find manufacturing faults. Most MDAs use either a Bed-Of-Nails fixture or a Flying 

Probe fixture to probe circuit nodes and test for manufacturing faults such as opens. 

shorts, missing components and misonented components. n i e  vectorless test techniques 

also require direct circuit node probing and some techniques also employ contactless 

probes in conjunction with the direct probing. 

The state of the art test systems al1 require direct electrical contact with the BUT 

and perform electncal measurements by applying voltages or currents to circuit nodes and 

measuring other circuit nodes. A few of the techniques, including Hewlett Packard's 

Tesuet, GenRad's Opens Xpress and Teradyne's WaveScan, utilize non-contact probes to 

cany out these electncal rneasurements and are considered as Vectorless techniques. A 

detailed description of the technology behind some state of the art testers follows. 
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2.3.1 TestJet 

Testlet [ I j ] .  fiom Hewlett-Packard Company, utilizes a capacitive technique in 

conjunction with a Bed-Of-Nails and determines if open solder connections exist on 

populated pnnted circuit boards. Testlet was the first technique to utilize non-contact 

electromagnetic means to test a board. 

As illustrated in Figure 2-7. open solder joints are found by measuring the 

capacitance between the lead h e  of an IC and a probe. The probe is positioned over 

top of the device under test and consists of a copper plate and a high gain amplifier to 

boon the signal, which is read by an analog measuring system. The copper plate acts like 

a transducer and forrns a capacitor with the IC iead frames. An input signai is run 

through a lead of an IC (standard Bed-Of-Nails technique) and the capacitance between 

lead and plate is measured. The capacitance level indicates if a proper c o ~ e c t i o n  

behveen the lead and the pnnted circuit board exists. The capacitance of an open 

comection is rnuch less than the capacitance of a good comection. A probe is required 

for each device under test and covers the device to within 1 mm of the top surface. The 

board under test is not powered. 
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No DUT power applied during test 

Figure 2-7: TestJet Operation [source: Hewlett Packard] 

2.3.2 Opens Xpress 

Opens Xpress [16][17] fiom GenRad Incorporated, like Testlet, determines if 

open solder connections exist on populated printed circuit boards using a capacitive 

technique and a Bed-Of-Nails. The technique finds open faults by measuring the 

capacitance between the lead fiame of a component and a plate clamped over the device 

under test as shown in Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9. The plate is in direct physical contact 

with the device under test and no powenng of the device is required. One plate is 

required for each device to be tested. 
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The technique relies on applying an AC voltage to each lead of a device (Bed-Of- 

Nails technique) and then measuring the resulting voltage coupled through the device. 

The plate detects this voltage as it foms a capacitor with the lead of the device under test. 

Levels are compared to measurements fiom known good boards on a pin-by-pin basis to 

determine faults. 

Figure 2-8: Sense Plate [source: GenRad] 

O ~ # r u  Probe 

IC L e a m  
\ 

PC Board 

1 
gz;: ;-.i - . . Mounting to Fixtum 

- - s16ol.s 

Figure 2-9: Opens Xpress Measurement Connections [source: GenRad] 
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2 3 3  MultiScan Vectorless Test System 

Teradyne offen a vectorless test system for fmding manufacturing faults called 

MultiScan. MultiScan includes a two pin diode technique (DeltaScan). an inductive 

technique (WaveScan) and a capacitive technique (FrameScan) similar to Testlet and 

Opens Xpress. 

DeltaScan. illustrated in Figure 2-10, is an analog junction test that uses a Bed-Of- 

Nails fixture. It performs simple DC current measurements on unique pin pairs on the 

device under test, using the protection (or parasitic) diodes present on UO pins. 

WaveScan, illustrated in Figure 2-1 1, utilizes an inductive technique and a Bed- 

Of-Nails to find open circuit faults for various devices that connect to printed circuit 

boards. The technique depends on establishing a conductive path through a device (short 

circuit) by forward biasing the substrate diode within the device. Spiral loop antennas 

[18] (inducers) are placed above the device under test. The inducers radiate a magnetic 

field onto the device, thus inducing current flow on the conductive path through the 

device. Voltage measurements are taken via a Bed-Of-Nails fixture, from which it is 

detemllned whether a proper comection exists. 
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Figure 2-1 0: DeltaScan [source: Teradyne ] 
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Figure 2-1 1 : WaveScan [source: Teradynel 
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The transmitters (induces), illustrated in Figure 2-12, consist of an array of spiral 

loop antenna designed to radiate a magnetic field ont0 devices under test. The magnetic 

field cuts through the conductos leading to the substrate diode inside the device. This 

magnetic excitation will give rise to a current. which will flow through the device if a 

proper connection exists between its leads and the pnnted circuit board. During the 

testing of a device. only the antenna structure directly above the device under test in 

powered. ïhe  fiequency of the RF signal used to stimulate the device under test is in a 

range fkom 500 KHz to 2 MHz. 

Figure 2-12: WaveScan Inducers [source: Teradyne] 

FrarneScan is illustrated in Figure 2- 13. 

Component-Under-Test I 

Figure 2-13: FrameScan [source: Teradyne] 



2.3.4 ChipScan and C-Scan 

ITA Corporation's ICT and MDA testers. which are standard Bed-Of-Nails and 

Flying Probe testers as discussed earlier, include two techniques called ChipScan and C- 

Scan [4]. ChipScan is a technique that perfoms a three pin test on I/O pins. biasing the 

pins so as to generate an active transistor current. which it measures to determine 

continuity. The method scans the IC until it has used al1 pins in at least one three-pin test. 

then it isolates a detected failure to one of three pins or by deduction to one pin. C-Scan 

is a technique very similar to TestJet, Opens Xprss and FrameScan except that it uses a 

dipole type probe instead of a patch to detect opens and rnisaligned polmized capaciton. 

Figure 2- 14 illustrates C-Scan and reversed polarized capacitor testing. 

to sensor board 
inreaircr 

standard nails U 

Figure 2-14: C-Scan - Reverse Polarized Capacitor Testing [source: ITA Corp. J 
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3. Contactless Test System Technology 

Cirlog Corporation's patented Contactless Test System (CTS) technology is 

designed to test for manufacturing defects on PCBs. includes defects such as open circuits 

and shon circuits. The test apparatus includes the Sensor/Stimulator Board (SSB). 

mechanical means for placing the board under test (BUT). mechanical means for 

scanning the SSB across the BUT and a cornputer work station for data anaiysis. The 

SSB does not elecnically contact the BUT, as a result many advantages are gained over 

other PCB test system that require contacting the BUT with probes. 

ï h e  SSB consists of two stimulator plates, a row of sensors and two ground strips 

plus signal processing electronics. Patch sensors are located between the two stimulators 

and ground strips are located between the stimulators and the row of sensors. Conducting 

plates constitute the stimulators. which radiate electric fields ont0 the BUT. Ground 

strips reduce direct coupling from the stimulators into sensors. The sensors detect the 

signals From the BUT. Figure 3-1, which is not to scale, depicts the SSB face geometry 

and clarifies the arrangement of sensors, stimulators and ground strips. 

Typical dimensions for the patch sensors on the SSB are 0.05 inches square 

(1.27 mm') with a center to center spacing of 0.06 inches (1 -52 mm). The ground strip 

width between the sensor and stimuiaton is typically 0.03 inches (0.76 mm). 
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' ground shielding \ ground strips 

Figure 3-1: Sensor / Stirnulator Board Face (not to scale) 

3.1 Con tactless Test System Operation 

In operation an AC source provides a signal to the stimulators. Best results are 

obtained when the stimulators are supplied with equal amplitudes and 180 degrees "Out- 

of-Phase" sinusoidal signals. An %-Phasew signal could also be supplied. The 

stimulators in turn induce an electric field ont0 the BUT. A voltage gradient is created on 

the BUT traces during the scanning motion and the senson pick up the displacement 

currents[l9][20] from the BUT traces. Sensor electronics utilize a transimpedance 

amplifier (a high bandwidth amplifier) to generate a low impedance at the senson. The 

low impedance at the sensors provides good isolation between adjacent sensors, means 
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for generating an electric field gradient, high signai-to-noise ratio and means to detect 

displacement current flowing between the sensors and traces on the BUT. A voltage is 

obtained as output fiom the SSB, which is representative of  the displacement current. The 

voltage signal is digitized by an A/D board and read by the computer for analysis and 

fault detection. 

By scanning across the entire surface of the BUT, a displacement cument 

signature of the BUT is obtained. In other words. by scanning across the entire surface of 

the BUT. the voltage on the traces changes for each new position and the senson detect 

the change in voltage by the displacement current that is detected. Either the SSB is 

stationary and the board under test moves or vice versa. Figure 3-2 depicts the scanning 

motion. Manlifacturing faults can be detected with the aid of computer analysis. A fault 

recognition system compares the pattern of the BUT with a known or desired pattern of 

an identical. non-fauity board. Such cornparisons result in a measure of the difference 

between the non-faulty and faulty boards. If the difference is larger than a pre- 

determined threshold the BUT is diagnosed to be faulty, or out of tolerance. If the 

difference is smaller than the threshold, the BUT is diagnosed to be non-faulty. 
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sensor / stimulator board 
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b 
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/' 
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board under test 

Figure 3-2: Contactless Test System Scanning Motion 

3.2 Theoretical Explanatioa 

Electrornagnetic theory [19][20] states wherever there are electric charges. there 

are electric fields and wherever there are electric currents, there are magnetic fields. 

Electric field lines originate fiom positive charges and terminate at negative charges, and 

magnetic field lines loop around currents. Temporal variations of electric fields produce 

magnetic fields and temporal variations of magnetic fields produce electric fields. 

Furthemore, Ohm's law states that electric currents will be induced by electric fields in a 

conductor and Gauss's law states that the electnc flux passing through any closed surface 

is equal to the total charge enclosed by that surface. 

The CTS-128 c m  be described by considering electric fields, with the two 

stimulators acting like an electric dipole. That is, the stimulaton are equal in amplitude 
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and 1 80 degrees out of phase. The equipotential (solid) and electric field lines (dashed) 

of an electric dipole are depicted in Figure 3-3. An equipotential surface is a surface 

composed of dl those points having the sarne value of potential. No work is involved in 

moving a unit charge around on an equipotential surface. since there is no potentiai 

difference between any two points. 

Figure 3-3: Electnc Dipole [19] 
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The signal picked up by the sensors is proportionai to the displacement current 

flowing into the senson. This current is proportional to the fiequency and voltage of the 

conductive elements below the sensors and to the capacitance of these conductive 

elements to the sensors. As the field is changed. charges have to realign in accordance 

with Gauss's Law. 

Basically. the charge in the conductors must realign itself in accordance with the 

extemal Electric field so that there is no Electric field inside the conductors. The extemai 

Electric field is caused by the conductive elements below the sensors being at a different 

potential than the sensors. The sensors are considered to be at ground potential. Figure 

3-4 illustrates the charge reaiignment and displacement current flow during operation at a 

single tnck postion (scan stopped). The process is similar to charging a metal object by 

induction [2 1 1. 

The flow of charge on and off the sensor patch is continuously changing as the 

board under test moves across the SSB and also changes as the signai applied to the 

stimulators oscillates. These illustrations show a realignment of charges due to a change 

in signal applied to the stimulators. 

Another way to express the charge realignment is: 
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where C, is the capacitance between the sensor and a particdar track, and V, is the 

potential of the track. The individual capacitances to the tracks can be determined by 

setting the voltages of surrounding tracks to OV. applying a voltage to the track in 

question and rneasuring the charge transferred to the sensor. f i s  has to be done for al1 

tracks which have a significant affect on the charge transferred to the sensor. This is the 

superposition principal for electric fields 1191. Changing the geometry or the applied 

voltage will change the capacitance. It should be noted there is no superposition of 

capacitances, since if a track has a certain capacitance to the sensor. bringing another 

track close to it will change that capacitance. You can not consider that the same 

capacitance remains and then the capacitance of the other track can be added to it. 

The capacitance is independent of the potential and total charge, for their ratio is 

constant. I f  the charge density is increased by a factor N, Gauss's Law indicates that the 

electric flux density also increases by N, as does the potential difference. The 

capacitance is a function only of the physical dimensions of the system of conductors and 

the permittivity of the dielectrics [19]. 

As the distance between the SSB and the surface of the BUT increases, the more 

the neighboring tracks affect the sensor response. If one track is closer to a particular 

sensor, it tends to reduce the exposure of that sensor to the fields from other tracks. 

The displacement current is calculated as: 
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Since V, is a sinusoidal wave. the amplitude of the displacement current can be expressed 

as: 

The amplitude of the displacement current increases as the frequency of the track 

voltage increases and the potential of the track depends on a number of parameters. The 

potential of a track depends on: 

capacitance between the stimulus and the track 

capacitance between the track and ground 

capacitance between the track and the ground strips 

the potential of the stimulus 

These relationships are expressed in the equivalent circuit mode1 for the CTS as 

depicted in Figure 3-5 and the following equations that result fiom solving the equivalent 

circuit ushg nodal or mesh analysis[22]. The CTS can be modeled in tems  of 

capacitance and the track voltage c m  be expressed by: 
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Figure 3-4: Displacement Current Flow 
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The current picked up by the sensor is expressed by: 

where, 

w = 2 n f  

A voltage is obtained from the transimpedance amplifier output (on the sensor 

stimulator board) that is representative of this current. This analog voltage signal passes 

through many stages on the SSB (multiplexers, filters. rectifiers, integrators). Refer to 

Appendix B for the sensor signal processing circuit details. Evennially the voltage signal 

is digitized by an N D  board and read by the computer for analysis and fault detection. 
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Sensor / Stirnulator Board 
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(a) Cross Sectional View 

(b) Equivalent Circuit Diagram 

Notation: 
-C 1 - cabcitance of left stimulator to the track 
C2 - capacitance of the track to the ground strip between the sensor and the Ieft stimulator 
C3 - capacitance of the track to the sensor 
C4 - capacitance of the track to the ground strip between the sensor and the right stimulator 
CS - capacitance of the right stirnulator to the track 
C6 - capacitance of the track to the grorind reference plane 

V,, ,, - voltage signal applied to the left stimulator 
V,&, ,,, - voltage signal appIied to the right stimulator 

i,, - current picked up by the sensor 

Figure 3-5: Cross Section of CTS and Equivalent Circuit 
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3 3 Prototype Description 

The CTS-128 Prototype consists of a SSB. custom designed mechanical M e ,  

positioning table. pladorm for the board under test. positioning pins, a vacuum fixture 

and a computer workstation. Figure 3-6 illustrates the prototype setup. Refer to 

Appendix C for the fiame dimensions. 

y-z direction table 
I 

sensor 1 stirnulator board 

traces board under test 

f positioning pin 

I n 

- Ilnm "xuum pmp vacuum hose 
x direction table 

Figure 3-6: Prototype Sehip 

As s h o w  in the above figure, the SSB is fixed above the BUT and is mounted to 

a y-z direction table for manual adjustments. The BUT rests on the test board platform, 

which is comected to the x direction table for motorized adjustments and scanning. A 

vacuum fixhire and positioning pins are used to position and hold the test board in place. 

The vacuum pump is separate fiom the frame and the vacuum hose, which is comected to 

35 
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the platform, is flexible and moves with the scan. The BUT placement and SSB 

positioning is done by the operator and the scanning is automated via the computer 

workstation. Picnires of the CTS-128 are illustrated in Figure 3-7. 

The CTS-128 system block diagram is shown in Figure 3-8. The computer 

controls the system initialization scanning. data collection and analysis by passing 

instructions to the analog to digital converter board (AID board) and the motion 

controller. The AID board digitizes the DC analog voltage signal fiom the sensor / 

stimulator assembly, which is representative of the magnitude of the displacement current 

fiom the BUT. Furthemore, the ND board generates the system clock for timing, sets 

up the sensor addressing, sets up the stimulator configuration and generates the AC input 

signal for the stimulators. The sensor / stimulator assernbly consists of the SSB, 

stimulator balancing board and the scan sequencing board. A motor is utilized for 

automated scanning. A motion controller is used to interface the motor to the computer 

workstation. An encoder generates information on the motor position. The signal from 

the encoder is split by the encoder signal splitter and passed to the motion controller 

indicating the position of the motor and passed to the SSB to initiate scans. 

The frequency of operation for the CTS-128 prototype is 250 kilohertz and the 

stimulator voltage magnitude is approximately 10 volts maximum. 
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Figure 3-7: CTS-128 Pictures (source: Chlog) 

37 
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Figure 3-8: CTS-128 System Block Diagram (source: Cirlog) 
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3.3.1 Sensor 1 Simulator Board (SSB) 

The SSB for the CTS-128 prototype consists of 128 patch sensors and two 

POWER SUPPLY: r 15V at 25OmA 
k 8V at 400 mA 

stimulators. The arrangement is the same as shown in Figure 3-1. Appendix A depicts 

the actual SSB. The ground strip separating the sensors fiom the stimulaton varies in 

width lineariy across fiom sensor #O to sensor #127. A varying strip width design was 

implemented to study the effects of different spacings between the sensors and 

stimulators. Each sensor is 0.05 inches square (0.127 mm') and the center to center 

spacing is 0.06 inches. The ground strip width varies fiom 0.05 inches at sensor #O to 

0.01 inches at sensor #127. 
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33.2 Sensor Signal Processing 

The CTS-128 prototype SSB consists of 128 patch senson. Each patch sensor 

requires a transimpedance amplifier to detect the displacement current flow. A 

transimpedance amplifier is a high bandwidth amplifier. which is required to obtain a low 

input impedance. A iow enough input impedance permits the displacement current to 

flow in the feedback resistor. Thus. the amplifier output voltage is representative of the 

displacement current flowing through the feedback resistor. Processing of this voltage 

signal includes rnultiplexing, filtering, amplification. rectification and integration before 

it eventually reaches the AID board, which digitizes the signal for compter analysis. 

The 128 sensoe are multiplexed down to two channeis that are used by the N D  

board. Each charnel handles 64 sensors and requires the rectification, integration and 

sarnple and hold circuitry. Figure 3-9 is a simplified illustration of the sensor to A/D 

board electronics. Refer to Appendix B for more details on the sensor signal processing. 

Figure 3-1 0 is a pichire of the CTS - 128 Sensor Board electronics. 

transimpedanct amplifier ....................... 
............................................... one channcl 

........................ rnultiplcxing rectifier integrafor 

patch sensor 

+ 
average voltage signa1 rtprtstntativc of the 
displacement currrnt passcd to A/D board 

Figure 3-9: Sensor Interface Electronics (source: Cirlog) 
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Figure 3-10: CTS-128 SSB Electronics (source: Cirlog) 

3.33 CTS-128 Scan 

The CTS-128 is capable of scanning a BUT with the stimulator plates either "In- 

Phase" or "Out-Of-Phase". In-Phase means both are supplied by the same AC voltage 

source and Out-Of-Phase means that the stimulator plates are supplied with 1 80° phase 

shift between each AC input to the stimulators. Test results at Cirlog Corporation 

indicated that the Out-Of-Phase fault detection results are supenor and therefore the Out- 

Of-Phase case is discussed primarily. The figures below illustrate the display images for 

each case. Figure 3- L 1 is a picture of a BUT and Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 illustrate 

the Out-Of-Phase and In-Phase images respectively. Notice that the Out-Of-Phase data 

results in a clearer image of the BUT, with the characteristic nulls located at the center of 
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the straight track segments. The Out-Of-Phase stimuiator arrangement is the key behind 

the CTS technology, creating a 'toltage gradient" along the traces as they are scanneci. 

Figure 3-1 1: Board Under Test 

Figure 3-12: Out-Of-Phase Scan - Image Display (source: Cirlog) 
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Figure 3-13: In-Phase San - Image Display (source: Cirlog) 

3.3.3.1 CTS-128 @en Circuit Fauit Inurge 

The following illustrations show the changes in an image of a straight track 

segment on a BUT when an open circuit is made in the center of the track. Figure 3-14 

shows the irack prior to the fault, Figure 3-15 shows the image with the fault and Figure 

3-16 shows a cornparison image (absolute value of the ciifference between the fault and 

no f d t  images). Note the drastic change around the center of the track and the detection 

of the fault. Clearly the characteristic of two track segments are now visible. In the 

cornparison, which is a magnitude cornparison, the largest change is around the location 

of the open circuit. The darker areas indicate the larger voltage levels, the image 

software depicts the highest voltages in red and the lower voltages in light blue. 
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Figure 3-14: Srnight Track Segment Prior To Fault (source: Cirlog) 

Figure 3-15: Straight Track Segment Mer Fault (source: Cirlog) 

Figure 3-16: Image Cornparison (source: Cirlog) 

3.4 Sample Experimental Data 

3.4.1 Straight Tack Segment 

A bnef description of experimental data collected h m  the CTS-128 prototype is 

given in this section of the report. Al1 sample experimental data is courtesy of Cirlog 

Corporation. The characteristic for a scan of a straight track segment is given in Figure 

3- 17. The data was obtained by scanning, fiom left to right, the entire length of a 1 inch 

long track segment centered under a sensor. A nul1 in the center of the scan of a straight 

track segment is characteristic of the Out-Of-Phase stimulaton. When a track is exactly 

centered between the two stimulators the voltage on the track and thus the signal detected 

by the senson is theoretically zero, due to the cancellation of field contributions to the 
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track by each stimulator (track voltage theoretically should be zero volts). The peaks 

correspond to the track positions when full stimulus fiom only one stimulator is applied 

to the track segment and the track is positioned such that its end is directly under the 

sensor. Figure 3-1 8 depicts the corresponding track positions in a simplified diagrarn that 

is not to scale and ignores the ground strips between the sensors and stimulators. 

- - A  --- - . - 

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 

x-position (inches) 

Figure 3-17: Scan Of A Straight Track 

3.4.2 Adjacent Sensor Pickup 

Figure 3-19 illustrates the signal picked up by a sensor even though a track is not 

located directly below the sensor. The electric field fiom the track to the sensor board 

spreads out and is detected by more than one sensor as illustrated in Figure 3-20. The 

data was obtained fiom scanning a 1 inch long straight track segment. Each sensor 

detects a signal fiom the BUT that may represent contributions fiom numerous traces. 
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- - -  

track scan direction 

right stimulator area 

(a) teft Peak Signal 

(b) Center Nul1 Signal 

(c) Right Peak Signal 

Figure 3-18: Correspondhg Track Positions For Scan Peaks And Nul1 
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Figure 3-19: Adjacent Sensor Pickup 

2-0 View Of Three Sensors And A Tmck Segment 

I adjacent sensor e n t e r  sensor adjacent sensor 

l tra& segment 

Figure 3-20: Detection Of A Track By Adjacent Sensors 
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3.43 Typical Data 

Figure 3-21 illustrates data obtained from an randorn geometry, which is the type 

of charactenstics obtained when scanning a test board. The sensor picks up the fields 

radiating from the tracks located directly below and fiom other tracks located near by. 

The combined field is detected by the sensors and the geometry of the traces on the BUT 

is not obvious from studying the data. As a result it is necessary to compare scan data 

against data From a known good board. or perhaps to a simulation of the BUT, to identiQ 

fauits. For simple cases, Iike a straight track segment, an open circuit fault can easily be 

identified by studying the data. 

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 

x-posiüon (inches) 

Figure 3-21: Typical Test Data 

3.4.4 Open Circuit Data 

The data collected is displayed graphically by lining up each row of sensor data 

and using a color scale to display the changing amplitudes as described in section 3.3.3. 
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The combined dam collected from a scan of a test board is compared sensor row by 

sensor row to the data from a known good board to detect faults. Various comparison 

techniques are utilized including simple magnitude cornparisons and a dope comparison 

technique. Figure 3-22 depicts the effect of an open circuit fault on the characteristic of 

the signal picked up by a sensor. In this case an open circuit was made on a 1 inch long 

track. The charactenstic of the open circuit data appears with two nulls, thus indicating 

the presence of two straight blick segments as expected. By introducing an open circuit. 

effectively two separate track segments are created. The signature of a magnitude 

comparison is also s h o w  for reference. 

. - .  - - -- -  - - - - 

- Before open circuit 

x-position (inches) 

Figure 3-22: Open Circuit Fault 
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3.4.5 Rectification And Fault Sensitivity 

Signal processing on the SSB includes rectification of the signals detected by the 

senson and thus both halves of the scan are positive as seen in Figure 3-17. However. 

testing at Cirlog Corporation concluded that the rectification used in the CTS - 128 

electronics degrades fault detection characteristics by reducing the magnitude change in 

signal level changes caused by faults in some cases. If the signal were not rectified, the 

resulting characteristic shape for a straight back segment would appear as shown in 

Figure 3-23, for a track that is scanned from left to right and the left stimulator voltage is 

considered as the positive phase. The data for Figure 3-23 was obtained by changing the 

sign for half of the scan s h o w  in Figure 3-17, which is equivalent to removing the 

rectification of the data. 

Figure 3-23: Characteristic Of A Sbaight Track Without Rectification 
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4. ELECTROSTATIC SIMULATION MODEL 

Simulating the CTS technology is important for better understanding the 

technology in order to predict results. Furthemore. information fiom simulations aids in 

optimization of performance, defining the charactenstics of a specific geornetry. defining 

the effects of faults and detemiinhg the location of faults. The ultimate simulator would 

be able to generate the Gold Board data, which would replace the requirement of 

scanning a know good board for test comparisons. 

Currently the simulations are used to demonstrate the characteristics of simple 

geometries and the effects of changing various parameters, such as spacing and 

dimensions of tracks and sensoe. A simulation is performed by constructing an 

equivalent circuit mode1 and then determining the values of the individual components in 

the model. The CTS-128 c m  be modeled using capacitors as s h o w  in Figure 4-1. By 

calculation of the various capacitance values associated within the modei and then 

applying the values to an equivalent circuit and using nodal or mesh analysis 1221, 

parameten such as the current into the sensor can be calculated. Refer to Chapter 3 for 

the formulas to calculate the current into the sensor and the voltage on a track. 
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The capacitance between two conductors is defined as the ratio of the magnitude 

of the total charge on either conductor to the potentiai difference between the 

conducton[l9] as given in Equation 4-1. 

-. 
C,, = v, - v, 

Sensor / Stimulator Board 

ground strip 
\ 

t 
ground reference plane 

Figure 4-1: Contactless Test System Modeled Using Capacitors 

Different methods c m  be used to determine the various capacitance values, 

including a parallel plate model, empirical formulas or solving a more complex 

electrostatic solution by considering Poisson's Equation. The various simulations 

discussed later, utilized the more accurate MoM technique (sections 4.3 to 4.5) to solve 

for the capacitance values between the track under test, the sensors and the ground strips. 

These capacitances corresponds to C, , C, , C, and C, as shown in Figure 3-5. Empirical 

formulas in section 4.2, which are a 2-D analytical method that model the capacitance per 

unit length and ignore the effects of coupling to other conductors (sensors and ground 
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strips), where utilized to calculate the capacitance between the track and stimulaton. 

These capacitances correspond to C, and C, as shown in Figure 3-5. Empirical formulas 

were utilized to reduce computation time due to the size of the stimulators in cornparison 

to the ttack and sensors. Furthemore. the more accurate results are required around the 

track to sensor area where the coupling to other conductors is accounted for using the 

MoM. 

4.1 Paratlel Plate 

The simplest simulation is an approximation using a parailel plate modei to 

determine the capacitance values, which neglects the effects of fringing fields and 

coupling to surrounding conducton. The parallel plate capacitance is given by Equation 

4-2: 

where E is the permittïvity or dielectric constant of the material, A is the area of one plate 

and d is the separation between plates. Figure 4 -  depicts a paralle1 plate capacitor. 

Figure 4-2: ParaMe1 Plate Capacitor 
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4.2 Empirical Formulas 

One technique to account for the effects of fnnging fields, but not the coupling to 

surrounding conductors. is to use Empirical Fomulas[23] 1241 [XI .  Empiricai formulas 

are those derived from information gathered fiom practical experirnentation. The 

following formulas take into account the Fringing fields and are more accurate than the 

parallel plate modei. Empirical Formulas for capacitance per unit length for a 

transmission line over a large ground plane (microstip) are given below in Equation 4-3. 

where the capacitance is in farads per meter. This formula accounts for fiinging fields. 

but ignores the effects of coupling to other conductors (sensors and ground strips). 

Figure 4-3 depicts the transmission line over a large ground plane (microstrip). 

transmission line 

\ I E,, c i r  

1 
ground plane 

t 4 

Figure 4-3: Transmission Line Over A Large Ground Plane (microstrip) 

- Ih W +- 
ER 

The empirical formulas given in Equation 4-3 were applied to the CTS geometry 

to caiculate the capacitance between the track and stimulators, neglecting the effect of 

other conducton (ground sûips, sensors). In order to mode1 the CTS track to stimulator 

geometry as a microstrip, the stimulator was modeled as the ground plane and the 

dielectric 
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dielectric E, was assurned as E, as  shown in Figure 4-48 . Furthemore, the effect of the 

ground reference plane, as shown in Figure 44A, was neglected since the track to 

stimulator distance (d) is smaller than the distance from the track to the ground reference 

plane (h). 

Microstrip empirical formulas valid for t / h I 1 /IO0 : 

where 

A more accurate representation that could also mode1 the ground reference plane, 

would have been to utilize the empirical formulas for a non-symmetric stripline. A non- 

symmetric stripline has a transmission line embedded between two ground planes that is 

doser to one ground plane. For the case where the track to stirnulator distance equals the 

track to ground plan distance (d=h), an empirical formula for a symmetric stripline would 

be applicable [XI .  Many Empiricai Formulas can be found for different geometries. 

however the best simulation resuits are obtain by solving the goveming field equations 

for a specific problem. For the CTS the electnc fields are considered electrostatic in 

nature. 
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rrack under test E, + air 

die lectric 

T 
ground reference plane 

(A) 2-D VIEW OF TRACK TO STIMULATOR 

ground plane = stimulator 

1 

dielecuic = air 

air 

tranhssion line = track under test 

(B) 2 -D MODEL OF TRACK TO STIMULATOR AS MICROSTIP 

Figure 4-4: Applying Empirical Formulas To The CTS 

4.3 Electrostatic SoIutions 

The CTS technology can be considered as an electrostatic problem [19][20]. In 

electrostatics there are no charges or electric fields within a conductor, but charge may 

appear on the conductor surface as a surface charge density. The electric charges are 

considered at rest and the electric fields do not change with tirne. Furthemore, there are 

no rnagnetic fields. 
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The physical quantities of interest in electrostatics are charge. electric field and 

the electrostatic potential. Poisson3 equation relates these quantities and is given below 

in Equation 4-4 for a homogeneous region: 

In equation 44:  $ is the electric potential. p is the volume density of fiee charges 

and E is the pennittivity of the medium, which is a constant if the medium is 

homogeneous. If volume charge density is zero ( p = O ), but point charges, line charges 

and surface charge density are allowed to exist at singular locations as the field sources, 

then Poisson's equation reduces to Laplace's equation [19][20]: 

Poisson's equation and Laplace's equation are soived by applying the boundary 

conditions reiating to the particular electrostatic problem. 

The electrostatic problem for the CTS technology involves solving either 

Poisson's or Laplace's equation on the surface of the conductors subject to boundary 

conditions. An integral equation approach is utilized to solve the CTS. Solving the CTS 

electrostatic problem consists of solving a boundary value problem by transforming the 

differential operators defined in the domain to integral operators defined on the boundary. 

The resulting integral equations are solved using the Method Of Moments (MoM) [26], 

which reduces the integral equations to a system of linear algebraic equations in terms of 
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the unknowns. Section 4.4 and Figure 4-5 outline the formulation of the electrostatic 

solution in a homogeneous region (fkee space). Section 4.5 outlines the formulation of 

the electrostatic solution when considering dielectric layers. 

Other techniques for solving electrostatic field problems, Finite Element Method 

(FEM) and Finite Difference Tirne Domain (FDTM). operate on the partial differential 

equations rather than integral equations [27] [28]. 

4.4 Free Space Electrostatic Solution 

An integral equation approach is utilized to solve the electrostatic problem and the 

Method Of Moments (MoM) is used to solve the resulting integral equation. The MoM 

procedure involves using a simple subsectioning and point-matching solution. Pulse 

subsectional basis functions are used to represent the charge density and Dirac Delta 

functions are used as weighting (testing) iûnctions. The integral equations are obtained 

from assuming point charges as the sources of the electric field and solving Poisson's 

equation subjected to boundary conditions. 

Solving the electrostatic CTS geornetry, as shown in Figure 3-5, in a 

homogeneous region (fiee space) utilizing an integrai equation approach and using the 

MoM technique is as follows: 

1. Consider the following solution to Poisson's Equation (assuming point charges as 

sources of the elecaic field and using image theory [19] to account for ground 

planes) : 
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where (4-6) 

R is the distance from the source point to the observation point minus the distance 

from the image point to the observation point. 

2. MoM requires that the unknown charge density (p) be expanded as a linear 

combination of N terms. 

1 on conductor of interest 
fN = { O elsewhere 

Each a is an unknown constant and each f, is a known function usually referred to as 

a basis or expansion function. A pulse basis function is chosen. 

3. Using a subdomain approach, the geometry is subdivided into N patches and a pulse 

function is chosen as the b a i s  function. The boundary condition that the electrostatic 

potential is 1 volt on the conductor is applied. The total charge on each segment is 

assumed to be concentrated at the center of the segment by using Dirac Delta 

weighting functions. The MoM is a numerical technique whose solution only 

satisfies the boundary conditions at discrete points. Between these points the 

boundary conditions may not be satisfied and the deviation is referred to as a residual. 

To mïnïminimize the residual in such a way that its overall average over the entire 
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structure approaches zero, the method of weighted residuals is utilized in conjunction 

with the inner product of the weighted residual and the response Function (charge 

density). This forces the boundary conditions to be satisfied in an average sense over 

the entire surface. The use of Dirac Delta weighting fùnctions is seen as the 

relaxation of boundary conditions so that they are enforced only at discrete points on 

the surface of the structure. 

4. Substituthg the charge density representation (Equation 4-7) into the integral 

equation (Equation 4-6) results in one equation in N unknowns: 

Furthemore. since each patch is assumed to have no thickness since the charge is 

concentrated on the surface the integral part, which is the Free Space Green's 

Function, reduces to: 

dxldyldz' = 
1 JI+ dx ' dy ' = - x (area of the patch) 
R 

The Green's Function gives the effect of the source charge on the potential at the 

observation point. When the source and observation point are the same, an 

approximate formula is used to solve the integration. The patch subsections are 

approximated by circular subsections of the sarne area for the primary 

contribution[26]. The image contribution is calculated as before. 

1 Ik clxldyt z 4 rr (0282)J- - area of patch 
2 2 



5. By point matching or evaiuaûng Equation 4-6 at N different points (observation 

points), N equations with N unknowns are obtained. Each equation has the following 

fom: 

ï h e  z eiements are known and the q elements are the unknowns to be determined. 

6. Matrix operations. LU decomposition and fonvard and backward substitution [29]. 

are used to solve for the unknown charges, acnially the unknowns are solved in 

charge density form and then converted to charge. Finally the capacitance values are 

detemined by summation of the charge divided by the potential difference ( 1 volt ). 

A program was written in C code for performing the method descnbed above and 

a sarnple program is given in Appendix D for reference. By running the program for a 

specified geometry. the capacitance values between the system of conductors are 

determined. 
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The equivalent circuit mode1 requires capacitance 
values between conductors. 

Solve Poisson's Equation on the surface of the 
conductors subject to boundary conditions. 

The solution to Poisson's equation is given by the following integral equation: 

where R = J(x-x')' + (y-y')' + (2-2')' 

* 
Use the Method Of Moments (MoM) to solve the integral equation 

for the unknown charges. 

Know: The electrostatic potential is equal to the 
voltage on the conductor from the boundary 

condition. 

# = V = 1 voit 

on the conductor of interest 

Unknown: The charge on the conductor. 
Charge cm be found by: 

on the conductor of interest 

Matrix operations to solve for qi's, total charge by summation and capacitance values follow. 
[Cl = [QIIVI" 

- - 

Figure 4-5: CTS Electrostatic Problem Solution - Homogeneous Region 
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4.5 Dielectric Region Simulations 

The simulations described above accounted for the effects of fnnging fields and 

the coupling between al1 the conductive elements. An important factor that was neglected 

is the effect of different dielectric regions in the geometry. In the above discussions. the 

region was assumed homogeneous in air (free space). Pnctically. different Iayers of 

dielectric should be modeled into the geometry to mode1 the CTS more accurately. The 

dielectric layers should be considered: 

sensor board has a dielectric coating around the sensors and stimulators 

tracks on the board under test are covered by a dielectric coating 

board under test has a dielectric matenal separating it fiom the ground 

reference plane 

In order in incorporate the effects of dielectric regions, a more complicated 

electrostatic boundary value problem must be solved. The resulting integral equations are 

more complicated than the integral equation solved in the fiee space case, Equation 4-6. 

However, the Method of Moments technique is used in the same way to solve the new 

more complicated integral equations. 

By modeling the CTS geometry in free space many factors c m  be studied to gain 

insight into the general characteristics of different geometries. However, if simulations 

are required to generate data for actual test cornparisons a better mode1 incorporating the 

effects of the dielectric regions is probabl y required. 
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4.5.1 Dielectric Simulation Theory 

This section of the report describes the theoq r for simulations 

layer is introduced into the CTS system of conducton geometry. 

when a dielectric 

Formulating the 

integral equations to include the effects of the dielectric layers requires solving a 

complicated electrostatic boundary value problem. Furthemore. depending on which 

dielectric layer is under consideration, the corresponding mode1 or geometry must be 

solved. In considering the CTS technology. the dielectric layers that apply include the 

coating around the SSB PCB, the dielectric coating on the traces on the BUT and the 

dielectric materiai separating the BUT from the ground reference plane. 

The geometries. as shown in Figure 4-6. Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-1 0. for which 

boundary value problem solutions are required, include the following: 

A charge q located over a grounded dielectric slab ( z > O ) 

A charge q located within a grounded dielectric slab ( 0 > z > -d ) 

A charge q located at the interface between the grounded dielectric slab and 

free space ( z = O ) 
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1 perfect conductor 

Figure 4-6: Charge q Located Over A Grounded Dielectric Slab 

Figure 4-6 illustrates a perfect conductor located at z = -d and a dielectric 

interface located at z = O. nie  region z >O has a pemittivity of a, and the region O > z > 

-d has a permittivity of e,. A point charge (q) is located at (pz) coordinate (0.h). 

4-53 Formulation Of Integral Equations Including Dielectric Regions 

The potential at any point in space due to the point charge can be found by 

solving Laplace's Equation subject to certain boundary conditions [19] [20J Using 

cylindncal coordinates (p,+,z), the potential V(p,z) satisfies Laplace's equation (except 

right at the point charge): 

a 
where the component - = O due to mimuthal symmetry 

3 4  
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A solution to the above equation for the case of a charge q located over a 

grounded dielectric slab, as s h o w  in Figure 4-6, requires formulating equations for each 

of the two regions of dielectric matenal [30]. The potential can then be determined 

everywhere above the perfect conductor located at z = -d. 

The appropriate form of the potential solutions is given by the following 

equations where the source charge is located at (0.h) and the observation point is (pz). 

For the region z > 0: 

For the region O > z > -d: 

These equations are formulated as follows. The fields of sources in the presence 

of disturbing bodies can be estimated by introducing images of the source (Image 

Theory) [19][30][3 11. In considering the region z >O, an image charge m u t  be located at 

z = -h . The image charge is assumed equal to Kq, where K is not determined yet. Figure 

4-7 shows the location of the image charge. 
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Figure 4-7: Image Charge Locations 

NOTE: K = - 1  for the Iower region being a conductor and K = O for the lower region (z < 

O) being the same as the upper region (2 > 0). 

The potentiai at any point in the region z > O. due to the source point charge q can be 

given by: 

where 

In considering the region O > z > -d, the charge q is viewed as having changed 

effective source strength equal to a value Tq, where T is not determined yet. The charge 

Tq is referred to as the modified source. Figure 4-8 shows the modified source charge. 
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A 

-..Tq modified source 

E 1 

r, .-... 

€2 

' .  P(p.z) observation point 

Figure 4-8: Modified Source Charge 

The potential at any point in the region O > z > -d. due to the modified source point 

charge Tq can be given by : 

where 

The unknown values T and K are determined by applying boundary conditions for the 

specific geometry under consideration. 

By utilizing the Weber integral identity the potential equations are transformed to 

the form in Equations 4- 13 and 4- 14. The Weber integral identity is given by: 
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for y > O 

4.5.2.1 Appîying Boundary Condifions to the Potentiaf Equations 

Refemng to equations 4-13 and 4-14, boundary conditions are applied to 

determine the unknown functions of (RA and B) [30]. At the perfectly conducting 

base at z = -d the boundary condition for a conductor surface indicates that the tangentid 

electric field is equal to zero ( E, = O ): 

Applying this boundary condition to Equation 4-14 the following result is obtained: 

Thus, one unknown is eliminated and Equation 4- 14 is reduced to: 

At the dielectric interface the boundary condition stating the tangentid electric field is 

continuous applies: 

E,, = E,' 

where 
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Applying this to Equations 4- 13 and 4-20 the following result is obtained: 

At the dielectric interface the boundary condition stating the normal flu~ density is 

continuous applies: 

Applying this to Equations 4- 13 and 4-20 the following result is obtained: 

Dividing Equation 4-23 by Equation 4-2 1 the following result is obtained: 

Now that the unknown functions in the potential equations have been determined, 

the integral equations are complete and ready to be solved using the Method Of 

Moments. 
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4.5.2.2 Arbitrary Source And Observation Point Contguratiom 

The integrai equations for the case of a charge q located above the dielecûic slab 

were described in detail in the previous section. The equations for the other geometries 

are listed here for referencri) 11. 

1 perfect conductor 

Figure 4-9: Charge q Located Within A Grounded Dielectric Slab 

For a charge q located within the dielectric slab, as  s how in Figure 4-9, the 

integral equations for the potential are given by: 

For the region z > 0: 

For the region O > z > -d: 
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Upon applying the appropriate boundary conditions, the unknown values are found to be: 

(1  + ) ( 1  + 5- t a n h ( ~  d ) )  
E 

1 perfect conductor 

Figure 4-10: Charge q Located At The Interface 

For the case of a point charge q located at the dielectnc interface, as shown in 

Figure 4- 10, the potentiai is given by: 
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For the region z > 0: 
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4.5.2.3 Approximation For Point Charge Above Diefectric Sfab 

An approximation which removes the integration term in Equation 4-1 3 is 

formulated by expanding the tanh terms by a Maclaurin series in Equation 4-25. A 

Maclaurin series is defined for f(x) as follows[32]: 

Expanding the tanh terms in equation 4-24: 

l 
3 / 1 - ( A d -  A d 3  + ...) 1 

E ,  3! 

Further reduction leads to: 

Considering a Maclaurin series for ex: 
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For small x: 

Leads to: 
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Applying this resdt to Equation 4- 1 3 leads to: 

Or: 

Considering the Weber integral identity given in Equation 4- 17, Equation 4-39 reduces 

to: 

where : 
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The above approximation is valid when (E,/ ~ , , d  is suficiently smdl, since for expanding 

ex, x was assurned small. This approximation can be utilized to reduce the computation 

thne for a simulation by replacing the time consuming numencd integration for the 

reflection term. 

4.6 Accuracy Of Simulation Models 

1.6.1 Discretization Errors 

The accuracy of the free space MoM simulation technique described in section 

4.4, is investigated by calculating the capacitance of a unit square conducting plate. By 

varying the number of subsections used to model the plate, the accuracy of the 

capacitance approximation improves. ïhe  capacitance of an object is the surn of 

capacitances of al1 its subsections plus the mutual capacitances between every pair of 

subsections. Again, the charge on each subsection is treated as if it were a point charge. 

This approximation is 3.8 per cent in error for adjacent subsections. and has less error for 

nonadjacent ones[26]. 

Figure 4-1 1 below, illustrates that as the number of subsections increases, the 

estimate of the m e  capacitance improves. A good estimate of the true capacitance for a 

unit square plate is 40 picofarads[26]. The results indicate that at least 6 Ai per side on 

the unit square plate are required for an error of 1.02%. Using 6 Al per side corresponds 

to 36 patches in total to segment the unit square plate. 
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Selection of the discretization used for simulations of the CTS were based on 

choosing a convergent number of segments and making a trade off against simulation 

time. Further calculations to reduce the emor for a given discretization could be made by 

determining the error capacitance and subtracting it fiom the calculated values [33]. 

Figure 4-1 1: Capacitance Of A Unit Square Plate 

4.6.1.1 Selection Of Dkcretization 

The selection of discretization of the conducton in the CTS geometry was based 

on trial cornparisons such as the example described below. A certain number of patches 

were chosen for each element (sensor, track etc.) and the capacitance values calculated, 

the nurnber of patches was then increased and the capacitance resuits were compared to 

the previous results. In this manner, when the results converged, a discretization mode1 

was selected. 

A geometry (representative of the CTS- 128) consisting of three sensors ( 1.27 

mm?, two ground strips (0.762 mm x 4.527 mm) and one track (25.4 mm x 0.508 mm) 

was discretized until the results converged. Table 1 sumrnanzes the discretization for 
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three triais. For al1 simulations the back was centered under the center sensor and the air 

gap was 0.254 mm. Figure 4- 12 illustrates the convergence of the capacitance values that 

are required by the equivalent circuit mode1 given in Figure 3-5. 

Conductor 

al i three sensors 

Table 1: Discretization Summary 

both gound strips 

trac k 

Total Patches 

A 
L t 
Q 
Y - track to center sensor E 3.WE-14 . 
\ 

- center sensor to adjacent sensor 

Case 1 

Af = 0.635 mm 

8 patches ! sensor 

2.5ûiE-14 - - track to adjacent sensor 
e 
Q + - track to ground strip 
k 2.ûûE-14 - -, sensor to ground strip 
O 
c 

1.50814 . 
Cu 

Af = O . X I  mm 

24 patches ! strip 

4l = 0.508 mm 

50 patches 

110 

2 

Case 

Case 2 

Af = 0.254 mm 

25 patches / sensor 

Figure 4-12: Convergence Of Capacitance 

Case 3 

Af =0.127mm 

1 O0 patches / sensor 

Al = 0.254 m m  

54 patches / strip 

Ai = 0.254 mm 

200 patches 

383 

Calculations 

Al = 0.127 m m  

2 16 patches strip 

Af = 0.127 mm 

800 patches 

1532 
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Most of the simulations conducted resulted in around 1 O00 patches in total, since 0.127 

mm' patches are generally used to discretize the sensors, ground strips and the tracks. 

4.6.2 Accuracy of Approximation For Point Charge Above Dielectric Slab 

As stated in section 4.5.3.3. the approximation for a point charge above a 

dielectric slab is valid when (q/s,)d is suficiently small. Here some sample calculations 

are made to compare the approximation to the solution obtained by integration. By 

utilizing the approximation computation time is greatly reduced as the matrix elements 

are filled faster. Oniy the image term (rJ is calculated to demonstrate accuracy. which is 

the reflection term portion of the integral in equation 4-12. For al1 calculations the 

dielectric constant for the E, region is 1.0 and for the E, region it is 4.7. Figure 4-13 

illustrates the accuracy of the approximation. 

- Exact (û=O.000794.Z=~.000127) 

. . , - - - , Approx (M. WO794,Z=H=û.O0012ï) 

- Exact (û=O.000794.2=H=O.000508) 

. . . . . - . Approx (D=O.W0794,2=H=û.000508) 

- b a c t  p 0 . 0 ~ 7 9 4 .  z=o.oooiz7. wo.ooowa) 

. , . . , , . Approx (D=û.00794.2=0.000127. W.000508) 

rho (meters) 

Figure 4-13: Accuracy - Approximation For Point Charge Above Dielectric Slab 
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Dimensions sirnilar to that of the test BUT discussed earlier where used for the 

cornparison. The BUT thickness, or the dimension D, was 7.94 X 1 0 ~  meten. Source 

and observation point dimensions where aiso chosen similar to the geometry used in the 

simulations discussed Inter. Clearly the data in Figure 4-13 indicates that when the 

source and observation points are far apart the approximation is suficient. Simulation 

computation time can be reduced as a result for similar source and observation point 

coordinates by using this approximation to replace numerical integration. 

Figure 4-13 also indicates that the approximation is more accurate for larger 

values of source and observation z-axis coordinates. Furthermore. Figure 4- 1 4 

demonstrates that the approximation is more accurate when D is small, as expected. The 

results indicate the that the computation time of simulating the CTS can be reduced by 

utilizing the approximation for the reflection term with only a small increase in error for 

cases where the source and observation point are closer together and for thicker BUTS. 

1.4 - Exad (D=0.000794.Z=0.000127, H=0.000508) 

- - - - -  -Approx (0=0.00794.Z=0.000127, H=0.000508) 

Exact (0=0.005,Z=0.000127, H=0.000508) 

- - - - -  -Approx (D=0.005.Z=0.000127. H=0.000508) 

- - - - 
1 0.6 - 
- - 
- 0.4 ; --- -* -  - - -  - - -  - - -  - _ _ _ _ _  

0.2 - Y 

0 - -- - . - - - - . - - - - A  - 

O 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 

rho (meters) 

Figure 4-14: Improved Accuracy For Smailer D 
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4.7 Simulation Data Compared To CTS - 128 Data 

4.7.1 General Characteristics 

For ail the general characteristic simulations discussed in this section a program 

similar to that in Appendix D was used to simulate the CTS geometry. which follows the 

procedure outlined in section 1.4 for the MoM. The boundary elements (tracks. sensors 

etc.) were discretized into patches 0.127 mm' ( 5  thou'), which resulted in close to 1000 

patches for each simulation. Al1 current magnitudes were calculated using Equation 3-6 

without the fiequency or voltage included, since al1 data was normaiized. Some of the 

simulations used in the following sections are fiom work 1 conducted while employed at 

Cirlog Corportion. 

4.7.1.2 Simulation Of Track Width Variation 

The general charactenstics associated with increasing the track width dong the 

entire track length are investigated with the following simulation. 

The air gap was set at 0.05 mm and the track length was 3.0 mm. The track 

widths sirnulated were 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm and 0.3 mm. The track was centered under the 

center sensor and scanned from lefi to right, with the initiai position such that the right 

end of the track was aligned with the right end of the lefi stunulator (Figure 4-1 5). The 

geometry for this simulation was that of the CTS-880, which was the next generation of 

the CTSJ 28 with smaller patch sensors (0.6 mm'). The step size for the scan simulation 

was 0.0 I mm. 
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The technique outlined in section 4.4 was used to detennine the capacitance 

values between the ground strips, senson and track. Empincai formulas fiom section 4.2 

were used to determine the capacitance between the stimulators and the track to reduce 

computation time. The equivaient circuit mode1 shown in Figure 3-5 was used to 

determine the signal detected by the center sensor. 

The result as illustrated in Figure 4-1 6 and Figure 4- 17 below, show the 

magnitude increases as the track width increases and the characteristic shape of the track 

rernains the same for a width increase dong the entire length of the track. Normalization 

of the three triais shows that the characteristic shape remains generaliy the sarne. It 

should be noted that the track width did not exceed the sensor width of 0.6 mm. 

left stimuiator area 
............................................. 

ground 
stnp 

scan direction 

right 
stimuIator 
area 
............. 

............... 

Figure 4-15: Track Width Simulation Initial Position (not to scale) 
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x-position (mm) 

Figure 4-16: Varying Track Widths 

x-pos ition (mm) 

Figure 1-17: Varying Track Widths Normalized 
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4.7.1.2 Effect of Increasing The Air Gap On Fadt Detection 

The general characteristics associated with fault detection sensitivity are 

investigated with the following simulation. The air gap between the SSB and the board 

under test is varied and the sensitivity to fadt detection is s h o w  to degmde as the air gap 

increases. In other words. the closer the SSB is to the surface of the BUT. the better the 

fault detection sensitivity becomes. 

The end of a track was removed to represent a fault and the air gap was varied 

fiom 0.005 inches to 0.02 inches. The track dimensions were 1 inch long by 0.01 inches 

wide, with the lefi end of the track reduced by 0.02 inches to simulate the fault. The track 

was centered under the center sensor and scanned fiom left to right, with the initial 

position such that the right end of the track was aligned with the right end of the left 

ground strip as shown in Figure 4-1 8. The dimensions are those of the CTS-128. The 

step size for the scan simulation was 0.025 inches. 

Top View: 

left stimulator area .....-....-......-.-......*.--......-.-.-.. 

ground 
strip 

Trac k 

r .  

scan direction i 

right 
stirnulator 
area 
.-.......... 

Figure 4-18: Varying Air Gap Simulation Geometry (not to scale) 
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The technique outlined in section 4.4 was used to determine the capacitance 

values between the ground strips. sensors and track. Empiricai formulas were used to 

determine the capacitance between the stimulaton and the track. The equivaient circuit 

mode1 shown in Figure 3-5 was used to determine the signai detected by the center 

sensor. The results are shown below in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20. Fault magnitude 

will decrease as the air gap increases. Furthemore. the characteristic shape of the fault 

changes as information about the fault is lost as the air gap increases. Sensitivity to fault 

detection is los  as the air gap increases and the information can not be recovered by 

increasing the stimulator voltage or fiequency. Thus, it is important to maintain the air 

gap between the BUT and the SSB as srnall as possible for the best possible fault 

detection results. These simulation results clearly illustrate the fact that the closer the 

SSB is to the BUT the better the fault detection sensitivity. 

- - - - -  - -- . - - - . . . 

Scan Data For 0.005 inch Air Gap 

O 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 

Ste p 

Figure 4-19: Air Gap Scan Data 



Fault Characterisb'cs (Absalute Value of Différence) 

. - . . . - . air gap = O.005 
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, , , ,air gap = 0.02 -' '. 

t 
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O 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 

Ste p 

Figure 4-20: Varying Air Gap Fault Data 

4.7.1.3 Simulation Of B UT Th ickness Variation 

The general characteristics associated with varying the BUT thickness are 

investigated with the foilowing simulation. A single track 3.0 mm long and 0.1 mm wide 

with a large ground plane on the bottom side of the BUT is simulated with thickness 

values of 0.0625 mm, 0.125 mm, 0.25 mm and 1.25 mm. The air gap between the SSB 

and the BUT is fixed at O. 1 mm, 

The track was centered under the center sensor and scanned from lefi to right, 

with the initial position such that the right end of the track was aligned with the right end 

of the left stimulator as shown in Figure 4-1 8 for the increasing air gap simulation. The 

dimensions used were those of the CTS-880, as in the simulation for track width 

variation. The step size for the scan simulation was 0.01 mm. 
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The technique outlined in section 4.4 was used to determine the capacitance 

values between the ground strips, senson and track. Empirical formulas were used to 

determine the capacitance between the stimulators and the track. The equivdent circuit 

mode1 shown in Figure 3-5 was used to determine the signal detected by the center 

sensor. The results are shown in Figure 4-2 1 and Figure 4-22. 

In Figure 4-2 1, the results are normaiized with respect to the peak signai detected 

for the 1.25 mm thick BUT. The results indicate that increasing the thickness of the 

BUT, or increasing the distance between the track and the large ground plane, resdts in a 

Iarger signal detected by the sensors. 

Figure 4-21: Varying BUT Thickneu 

In Figure 4-22, the resdts are norrnalized for each case with respect to the peak 

signai detected for that case. The results indicate that the characteristic shape of the 

detected signal remain relatively unchanged when the BUT thickness is varied. 
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O 2 4 6 8 IO 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

Ste p 

Figure 4-22: Varying BUT Thickness Norrnalized 

1.7.2 Free Space Cornparison 

Experimental data collected from the CTS-128 is depicted in Figure 4-23 for a 

single straight track segment on a test BUT with a thickness of approximately 0.03 

inches. The test BUT is similar to the one depicted in Figure 3-1 1. The gap between the 

BUT and SSB was varïed and data collected at approximately 0.005,O.O 1,0.015 and 0.02 

inches for four different scans. Track segment dimensions were approximately 1 .O inch 

by 0.01 inches and the track was approximately centered under sensor number 64, which 

corresponds to a ground strip width of approximately 0.03 inches. In order to make valid 

comparisons, the data was nomalized to the peak vdue for the 0.005 inch air gap case. 

Nomalization was utilized since cdculation of the exact signal detected by the sensors, 

which requires considering many other factors as discussed later in this section, was not 

necessary . 
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- 0.005 air gap 
- _ _ - , , 0.01 0 au gap 
- - -, . 0.015air gap 
, , , -0.020 air gap 

0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35 1.45 1.55 

x-pos ition (inches) 

Figure 4-23: CTS-128 Experimental Data 

A free space MoM simulation was performed for the sarne track segment 

geometry and the results, illustrated in Figure 4-24, were normalized to the peak of the 

0.005 inch air gap case. A program sirnilar to the sample in Appendix D was utilized 

with a geomehy of three sensors. two ground strips and the track. Using 0.127 mm' 

patches to discretize the boundary elements resulted in a total of 1108 patches for the 

simulation. Empincal formulas fiom section 4.2 were used to calculate the capacitance 

From the track to the stimulators in order to reduce computation tirne. The curent 

magnitude was calculated using Equation 3-6 without including the actual voltage and 

frequency values since normalization was utilized. 
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0.00BO 2.00&03 4.00503 6.O0E-03 8.00603 1 .O0502 1.20&02 1.40602 1.60E-02 

x-position (inches) 

Figure 4-24: Free Space MoM Simulation Data 

The fotlowing figures ilfustrate cornparisons between the actual CTS - 128 

experimental data and the MoM fiee space simulation. Figure 4-25 is for the 0.005 inch 

air gap, Figure 4-26 is for the 0.010 inch air gap. Figure 4-27 is for the 0.015 inch air gap 

and Figure 4-28 is for the 0.020 inch air gap. 

As a point of reference, the dignrnent of the data was based on matching up the 

peak signals for the 0.005 air gap case and al1 data was nonndized with respect to the 

peak value for the 0.005 air gap case. That is, ail the CTS-128 data was normalized with 

respect to the peak current for the CTS-138 0.005 air gap case and the simulation data 

was normalized with respect to the peak current for the simulation 0.005 air gap case. 
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0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.016 

x-position (inches) 

Figure 4-25: Experimental Data / Simulation (0.005 air gap) 

- MoM (0.01 0) 

-. . -- .  * CTS (0.010) 

O 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 

x-position (inc hes) 

Figure 4-26: Experimental Data / Simulation (0.010 air gap) 



0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.016 

x-position (inches) 

Figure 4-27: Experimental Data 1 Simulation (0.015 air gap) 

O 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.016 

x-position (inches) 

Figure 4-28: Experimental Data I Simulation (0.020 air gap) 

Alignment was difficdt due to the lack of an exact positioning system on the 

CTS - 128 prototype. As evident in al1 the figures, the center nul1 does not match up when 

digned on the peak value. Furthemore, Figure 4-23 shows that the scan data is not 

symrnetricai as expected for a straight track segment and the sensitivity of detecting the 
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track is greatly reduced as the air gap is increased and the signal level is degraded by 

electrical noise. 

Never the less the simulation data illustrated above. when considering the changes 

due to increasing the air gap, show good agreement with the expenrnental data to within 

about 10 %. The percentage change in signal level detected by the sensor falls off as the 

air gap changes a s  illustrated in Figure 4-29, Figure 4-30 and Figure 4-3 1. Figure 4-29 

depicts experimental data percentage change in signal detected as the air gap changes for 

two cases. 0.005 to 0.0 10 inches and 0.0 10 to 0.0 15 inches. Figure 4-30 shows the same 

for the simulation data and Figure 4-3 1 shows the difference between expenmental and 

simulation results. Notice that the results are closer for the smaller air gap cornparison 

since the sensitivity to signal detection falls off at larger gaps for the CTS 128 as - 

mentioned earlier and the difference is even more evident around the null area since the 

signal level detected is srnallest at the null (theoretically zero). 

Figure 4-29: CTS-128 Percentage Change As Air Gap Increases 

0.005 to 0.001 Real 

.--.  - -0.010 to 0.015 Real 
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O a* - - -  - - .  - - 
O 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 

x-position 

Figure 4-30: Simulation Percentage Change As Air Gap Increases 

Figure 4-31: Dinerence Between CTS-128 Data And Simulation Data 
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4.73 Exact Value Caiculations 

Shulating the CTS-128 to the exact 

for rnany reasons: 

values detected by the SSB is veq difficdt 

exact air gap between the SSB and the BUT is unknown 

exact starting point for experimental scan is unknown 

various dielectric layers exist 

SSBcoaûng 

coating on BUT 

layer between BUT and ground reference plane 

warpage of SSB, BUT and CTS-1 28 M e  

thickness variations in SSB and BUT 

SSB power planes (should be considered in sim 

signal processing by the SSB electronics 

test BUT track dimension variations 

The model required to simdate the CTS experimental results directly would 

require utilizing the dielectric simulation techniques outlined earlier in section 4.5 and 

later in section 4.7.3.3. 

4.7.3.1 Efectrostatic Simulation vs Parallei Plaie Simulation 

To illustrate the improvement in simulation results gained by solving the 

electrostatic problem a simple cornparison was made. The parallel plate model as defined 

in section 4.1 is compared to the fkee space MoM technique and to experimental data. 

MoM and experirnental data fi-orn the 0.01 0 air gap case described in the previous section 
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was utilized. Figure 4-32 illustrates the cornparison for half the scan and Figure 4-33 

zooms in on the peak value and area where the track is fmt detected by the sensor. 

Figure 4-33 iIlustrates that the electrostatic solution is more accurate than the 

parallel plate mode1 (since it accounts for fringing fields as the track approaches the 

sensor and the effect of other conductors). In the parailel plate technique the sensor will 

not detect the track unless it is directly underneath the sensor. Incorporating dielectric 

Iayen into the simulation wouid M e r  improve the simulation results and shape the 

simulation curves to better agreement with actual data. Incorporating dielectric layen 

uito the simulation is also cntical if the exact values are required. 

O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 

x-pos ition 

Figure 4-32: Improving Simulation Results Full View 



x-position 

Figure 4-33: Area Sensor First Detects Track 

4.7.3.2 Incorpora fing Effec f Of B UT Dielectric Layer Into Simulations 

As mentioned in section 4-73, the difference between the free space MoM 

simulation and the experimental data is a result of many factors. One factor that will not 

change the characteristic shape of the detected signal is the dielectric layer between the 

BUT and the ground reference plane. It does however reduce the signal detected by the 

sensors and is thus only important when considering exact value calculations. 

A simple simulation was conducted to illustrate the reduced signal pickup. The 

geometry for the simulation is illustrated in Figure 4-34. The straight track segment was 

0.4 inches by 0.01 inches and the BUT thickness was 0.03 inches thick with a dielectric 

constant of 4.7. The gap between the track and sensor was 0.0 1 inches. The initial 
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position of the track was with the right edge of the track lined up with the right edge of 

the left ground strip. 

The geometry was first simulated in free space and then was simulated including 

the dielectric of BUT. A program written in C code utilized the approximate formula 

given in Equation 4-39 and Equation 4-30 for the case when the source and observation 

points were on the dielecîric interface as illustrated in Figure 4-10. Both simulations 

utilized empirical formulas fiom section 4.2 to calculate the capacitance between the 

track and stimulators. A sarnple of the C code is given is Appendix E. The program 

utilizes Gauss-Legendre Integration [29] for numerical integraiion. 

gound strips 

lefi stirnulator / xnsor \ right stimulator - - -  
& =  1 

track 

/' 
BUT 

E = 4.7 
/ 

t 
ground reference plane 

Figure 4-34: BUT Dielectric Simulation Geornetry 

A partial scan of the track is shown in Figure 4-35. Clearly the effect of the 

dielectnc layer between the tmck and ground reference plane is a reduction in the signal 

detected by the sensor. The current depicted in the Figure 4-35 factors in the voltage and 

fiequency of the SSB, but no amplification factors due to the SSB electronics. That is, 
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Equation 3-6 was used to calculate the current magnitude with a fi-equency of 200 kHz 

and a sùnulator voltage of IOV. The nomalization of each case to its peak value 

illustrated in Figure 4-36 shows that the charactenstic shape does not change due to the 

BUT dielectric layer. 

- Current (f ree space) 

O 50 100 1 50 200 250 300 

x-position (thou) 

Figure 1-35: Reduced Signal Detection Due To BUT Dielectric Layer 

x-position (thou) 

Figure 4-36: Signals Detected Normalized 
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4.7.3.3 Incorpurathg Multiple Dielectric Luyen 

In order to improve simulation results M e r  and study the effects of the 

dielectric layers in the SSB, a more complex simulation mode1 is required to mode1 the 

CTS. In the simulation techniques presented earlier. the Green's function was 

represented as an infihite senes obtained fiorn image theory for a two layered dielectric. 

Using image theory for a three layered dielectric results in a Green's Function represented 

as a doubly infinite senes of images. The image theory technique is impractical when 

considering more than three dielectric layen since for N dielectnc layers, the resulting 

Green's function consists of an N-1 multiple infinite series [34]. 

The Complex Images technique [34] results in a Green's function consisting of 

four terms. including an effective source term plus three complex image terms. This 

Green's function makes it practical to find the simulated images of point charges in 

multi-layered media and gives an error of approximately 0.1% when compared to the 

infinite senes Green's function [34]. Furthemore, the Complex Image technique still 

results in only four terms when extended for more than three dielectnc layers. 

The Complex Images technique is as follows: 

1. Consider the spatial domain potential function that satisfies Poisson's equation, 

Equation 4-4, and ail the boundary conditions. 

2. Find the spectral domain potential function by taking the Fourier transfom[35] of the 

spatial domain potential function on x and y. This results in a spectral fùnction of the 

form: 
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The relative dielectric constant of the layer in which the point charge (q,) is located is 

E,. The spatial coordinates z and z, in F(a. t 4) are usually fked in nurnencal 

computations to avoid a sophisticated expression for the spatial potential function for 

arbitrary z and q. 

3. Find the Iimit of a + oc of the spectral domain potential function F( ) portion: 

4. Subtract the limit fiom the original Fi ) portion and match the remainder with a short 

sum of decaying exponential functions. The complex coefficients are determined 

using Prony's method, which is a technique of modeling data as a Iinear combination 

of exponentials. and N is the number of exponential tems (2 to 5 generally): 

5. Substituting Equation 4-44 into Equation 4-42 the spectral domain potential funcrion. 

6. Take the Inverse Fourier transfomi and the result is the spatial domain potential 
in t ems  of complex images: 

where 
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As an example. performing the Complex Images technique for a point charge 

above a grounded dielectric slab as shown in Figure 4-6 is as follows: 

1. The spectrai domain potential is given by: 

for 
z è O and z, 2 O 
where 

2. Taking the Limit: 

3 .  Subtracting the limit and matching remainder with a short sum of decaying 

exponentiai functions: 

4. Substituting Equation 4-48 into Equation 4-46 and taking the Inverse Fourier 

transfomi results in the spatial domain potential function: 

where 
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The Compiex Images technique couid be utilized to fuaher investigate the CTS 

technology by extending simulations to include multiple dielectric layers as shown in 

Figure 4-37. with arbitrary source and observation points. 

O observation point 

Figure 4-37: Multiple Dielectric Layer Geometry 



5. CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions 

The utilization of electric field simulations in the research and development of the 

CTS technology provided usefui insight into generai characteristics such as track width 

variations, air gap variations and BUT thickness variations. The free space electrostatic 

Method of Moments simulations demonstrated that the magnitude of the signai detected 

by the senson increased with increased width of the traces on the BUT. Furthemore the 

simulation demonstrated that the characteristic shape of the scan data remains unchanged 

for width variations dong the entire length of a trace. Sensitivity to fault detection was 

s h o w  to degrade with an increase in the air gap between the BUT and the SSB. The 

signal detected was known to degrade with an increased air gap, however the simulation 

verified that the fault characteristic shape changed and that information about the fault 

was lost. BUT thickness variation simulations demonstrated that the characteristic shape 

of the data for a constant air gap was not effected by the proximity of the ground 

reference plane. However, the magnitude of the signal detected by the sensors decreased 

as the BUT thickness decreased, or as the ground reference plane comes closer to the 

SSB. 

An important finding from simulations about the CTS-128 prototype was that the 

utilkation of rectification during sensor signal processing degraded sensitivity to fault 
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detection in certain situations. Future designs should not rectiS the signais detected by 

the sensors during processing in order to improve fault detection sensitivity. 

Comparing kee space electrostatic MoM simulation data to expenmental data 

from the CTS-128 prototype illustrated that improvements are required for comparing 

simulation data to experimental data with respect to the characteristic shape. The 

improvements gained by utilizing the electrostatic MoM simulation technique was 

demonstrated by cornparisons to the characteristic shapes of a parallel plate simulation. 

MoM simulation and experirnental data. Furthemore. the free space MoM cornparison to 

experimental data stressed a requirement for a more accurate positioning system in order 

to establish correct simulation parameters. The exact location of the beginning of a scan, 

centenng of a track and the air gap between the SSB and the BUT are only 

approximations with the current CTS-128 prototype. 

In order to calculate the exact values detected by the sensors a more complicated 

mode1 should be considered that incorporates various dielectric layers such as the SSB 

coating, coating on the BUT and the dielectric layer between the BUT and the ground 

reference plane. Other factors to consider would include warpage of the SSB, BUT and 

CTS-128 h e  and thickness variations in SSB and BUT. 

A MoM simulation incorporating the dielecûic layer between the SSB and the 

ground reference plane demonstrated that the dielectnc had no effect on the characteristic 

shape of the signal detected by the sensors, but that the magnitude of the signal detected 

degrades. 
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A multi-layer dielecûic simulation technique such as the Complex Images 

technique should be utilized to study the dielectric effects intemal to the SSB. 

The CTS technology developed by Cirlog Corporation has many advantages over 

existing bare PCB test systems resulting fiom the contactless nature of the technology. 

Simulation techniques such as the MoM integral equation approach will play an 

important role in the continuing research and development of the technology. The 

problems associated with testing loaded PCBs or Multi-Chip Modules (MCMs) will be 

difficult to overcome for the technology in it cment  form due to issues such as sensitivity 

to variations in component heights and placement, positioning and sensor resolution. 

Simulations can be utilized to investigate different sensor / stimulator designs for 

optimization prior to building the prototype for applications such as loaded PCB testing 

or MCM testing. Furthermore. simulations could be utilized to generate "Gold Board  

data required for manufacturing defect analysis in a fiihire test system that would replace 

the requirement of a known good board. 
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CTS-128 Sensor Stimulator Board (not to scale) (source: Cirlog) 

Dimensions: 
SSB approximately IO inches X 10 inches (25.4 cm X 25.4 cm) 
Sensors 0.05 inches square (1 .î7 mm') 
Center to center spacing 0.06 inches (1.52 mm) 
Ground strip width (at middle of SSB) 0.03 inches (0.76 mm) 
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Sensor Front End Schematic (source: Cirlog) 



CTS-128 Mechanical Frame Dimensions (source: Cirlog) 
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Homogeneous Region C Code Sample 

/* ................................................................ */ 
/* I * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * o * * * 8 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 8 * * * * * * * /  

/* Simulaiion Of The CTS-128 PCB Test System */ 
Using a F e  Space MoM Technique / 

1 Capacitance caiculations using the "Meihod of Moments" * /  
I* This prognm calculates the capacitances benvcen a number of conductors */  

*/ 
lmplemenwtion of THE METHOD OF MOMENTS / 

*/ 
The method of momenls is used for solving integral */ 
equations. discretization by some rnethod is used to rcduce the */ 
problem to a set of linear tquations. */ 

* I  
This program uses square paiches for segmentation and Mats the / 
charge on each segment as a point charge with uniform charge */ 
densiry ovcr cach segment */ 

' 1  
It d v c s  the inte@ equations nurnencally by writing N */ 
equations in N unknowns. MatrV< inversion is requircd to solve */ 
the cquatiom. */ 

* /  
PROCEDURE: * I  

*/ 
( 1 ) Set up the cwrdinaîes of ail elernents */ 

I* Sct up the position of all the elements: scnsor.stimulators etc */ 
/* The xpos, ypos and zpos set up the geomeuy for the sirnulaion and */ 
1' the for loops set up the dimensions of the various elements. */ 

(2) Calculate the Impedance Matrix (factor out 4*PI*e0) */ 
(3) Inven the Irnpedance Mairi. */ 
(4) Set up the voltage and chargedemity rnatrix I  
(5) Sum up the total chargedensity and convert to total */ 

charge by multiplying by the area of each segment */ 
*** also multiply by (J*PI*eO) factor left out of * /  
the Impedance Math.. */ 

(6) Capacitance = total charge / voltage */ 

Cdculate the Capacitancc mavix */ 
The capacitancc is caiculafcd by the following formula: */ 

*/ 
C = summation of al1 q's / voltage */ 

# of q's = n */ 
voltage = 1 volt */ 

(specify the voltage a! the centcr of each patch to be 1 volt) */ 
*/ 

/* This result can be intcrpereted as stating that the capacitancc of */ 
/* an objcct is the surn of the capacitances of al1 its subsections * I  
/* plus the mutud capacitances bcrween every pair of subscctions. */ 
/*********************************************************-********= */ 

#define iiny 1.k-20 
#define PI 3.141 592654 
#define eO 8.854e-12 
#define LIM 1200 
#define EPS 3.0~-11 
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void ludcrnp(int n.int *indx.float *d); 
void lubksb(int nint *indx.floaf *col): 
void m m r ( c h a r  emr-textu); 
float *vector(int n1,int nh); 
void free-vecior(floar *v.int nl-int nh); 
void exit(int): 

/ global variable declvations / 
/O  * * * ~ * * * . 8 * * * * 5 8 * + * 0 * * I * * * ~ * * * * * * ~ t t ~ * * * * I  O /  

floaf *lmpedmce[LlhI].*InvImpedance[LIM]: 
lloat xpos[LIM]. ypos[LIM]. zpos[LIM]; 
int n: 

/ Main Program / 
/ O  * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * 8 8 * * * ~ ~ 1 1 1 * I * * * * S * S * * * * * * * I * * 0 ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ e * * ~ * * * * * * * ~ * *  */ 

void main(void) 

float Voltage[LIMJ.dcol[LI~.CENTER ChargeDcnsity~IM].du.dd.dy.dy2.ctipacitanceCmotn; 
float area[LlM]. dseg, distance.totalcap. TrackLength. dt d 7 2 q u a r t .  &image, &imagt2.atotqtot: 
float del. TrackHcight. ~racfi~l.BUTthickness12AirGapthickn. ShifiTrackRightxo&t.yoffKtl 
float capmat( IO j[ t O].dScnsorSeg. avalut. ScnsorWidth. CentcrTrack ShiftTrackLcft 
float ScnsToTrac~eight  dStripScgCENTERY. float dStimulatorSegTmckWidth ; 
int indu[LIM].itj.knc. NumSe~cnts[8],nn.nconb Sensor-X-axis: 
FILE *fpu; 

del = 0.00 1 : /* conven mm to meten */ 

BUTthickness = 0.79375 del: /*31.25 thou 0.0234 = 0.79375 mm BUT */ 
AirGapthickness = 0.254 del: /* 10 thou air gap = 10*0.0254 = 0.254 mm air gap *I 
z 1 = BUTthicknas: 

/* z2= space between track and sensorfstimulator copper */ 
tl = AirGaprhickness; 

l* Dynamic memory ailocaiion for Impedancenu the impedance manix and */ 
/* Invlrnpeduiceflfl the inverse impcdance mauix */ 
/ * * * ************** . * * **************************e**********************  */ 

for(i= 1 ;i<=LIM;i*) 
1 
Impedancc[i] = (float *) maIloc( tIM*sizeof(float)); 
if (Impedancc- NULL) 

print~"1nsufkient memory avaitable. ùi"); 
1 

for(i= 1 ;i<=LIM;i++) 
6 

Invlmpcdance(i] = (float *) maIloc( UM*sizcof[float)); 
if (Invlrnpedance= NULL) 

printf("1nsutTcient memory available. ln"); 
t 

/* Track Dimensions */ 
T r a c k n g t h  = 25.4 del; /* 25.4 mm track length */ 
TrackWidth = 0254*dtl; P 0254 mm widc track */ 

xoffsee 0.0 del; /* ~ a n n i n g  the track in xdimction */ 
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y o f f s e ~  O.O*dcl; /* cenlcred under ccntcr sensor */ 

fptr=fopcn("fiie.nt"."w"); 
i f l f p ~ N U L L )  

{ printf("can't open file"); 
1 

fprintf(@u."Trackhcight C 1 1 .C 12.Cl3.C I4.C 15.C16."); 
fprintfifptr."C2 1 .CÏ.m.CZ4.C25.CZ66"): 
fprintf(Fptr."C3 1 .C32.C33.C34.C35.C36.7; 
fpfintf(@tr."CJ 1 .C-IZ.C43.CU.CJS.C46."): 
fprintf(fptr."CS 1 .C52.C53.CSJ.C5 K56."); 
fpnntfifpu."C6 1 .C62.C63.CH.C6j.C66,"); 
fprintf(fptr."C7 1 .C72.C73.C7J.C75.C76."); 
fprintf(Qtr."C8 1 .C82.C83.C84.C8j.C86 in'); 

I* do loop for s ~ e p  scan ' 1  
while(xoffset<= ( 14.605 del)) /* 575 thou dismce stcpped = 575 0.0254 = I4.605mm xdircctton *! 
I 
/* ************** ....................................................... 
1 COORDMATES */ 

/* (1) centcr sensor (2) mck (3) top sensor (4) bottorn sensor (5) right p u n d  strip (6) Iefi ground srrip */ 
I* The track is ccntered in rniddle of the centcr sensor (ydirection) 1 
/* Then shifted to wherc desired! */ 
/* The xpos. ypos and zpos set up the gcornetry for the simulation and * / 
/* the for loops set up the dimensions of the various elernents. / 
/* ****************************************************************** */ 

n = 0; I* stan the counter at O */ 

/* ( 1 position of Ccnter Sonsor / 
/* ******** ........................................................... */ 

dSensorSeg = 0.127 del; /* Size of segmentation for Sensor. = (Sthou = O.I27mm)*/ 
SensorWidth = 1.27 del; /* sensor is 50 thou square = 1.27mm .Y 127mm */ 
Sensor-Xaxis = (int)((SensorWidth/dSensorSegpO.5): /* 10 */ 

/* scnsor dimensions * I  
for (i= 1 :i<=Sensor-;Y-axis;i*) /* 127 mm long(xdirection) */ 

for o=l;j<= lO;j*) /* 1.27 mm wide(ydirection) */ 

n += 1; 
xpos[nl=(i-l )*dknsorScg - 4.PdSensorSeg; l* (IO-I)/2 = 4.5 */ 
ypos[nJ=(j- 1 )*dSensorSeg - J.S*dSerisorScg; /* ( 10-1 )/2 = 4.5 */ 
zpos[np d + z I  ; 
arcatn j4ScmrSeg*dSensorScg; 
1 

1 
/* The number of segments for the xnsor. */ 
NurnScgrnents[ 1 ]=ni 

fprintf(fptr."Sensor Segments = Y i  \nn.Num!kgmcnts[l 1); 
printf(5ensor Segments = %6d W.NumSegmcnts[ 1 1); 

....................................................................... 
/* (2) position of Track */ 
/* * * * * * * * * e *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * e * * * * * * * * e * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  */ 

dTrackScg = 0.127 del; /* Sizc of segmentation for ack. (Sthou = 0.l27mm) */ 
/* offkt is used to scm the crack in the xdircction, */ 
/* Track Dimensions: / 
/* 1 .O inches long = 25.Jrnm. 200 segments (xdircction) */ 
1. 10 thou widc = 0.254mm widt. 2 segments &direction) */ 

for (i= 1 ;i<=(int)((TrackLcngth/dTrackSeg)+o.5);i++.) 
I 

for (j= 1 ;i<=(int)(~mckWidth/~rackScg)+O.5);i~t) 
I 
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n += 1; 
CENTER = ((Trackiength/&ïrackSeg)- 1 .OYZ.O; 

P line up right edge of track with right edge of 1cR p d  swip */ 
l* shitl CO the right = 33 chou + u a c k l c n ~ -  */ 
/* in this as 35 thou - 1000/2 = 535 thou shift nght */ 
/* 535 0.0224 = 13.589 mm shifi */ 

xpos[n]=(i-1)'dTrackSeg - CENTER*dïnck%g - 13.589*dei + xoffset; 
CENTERY = ((TrackWidthldTracI6eg)-1 .OP-.O; 
ypos[nI=(j- l)*dTrackSee - CENTERY *dTnckScg * yoffset; 
zpos[n]= z 1 : 
arca[n]-4rackSeg'aTncliSeg; 
1 

1 
NumSegments[Z]-7t-NumSegments[I ]Y* The number of srgmcno for Tnck */  

fpnntflfpu.Tnck Segments = %d \n".NurnScgmcnts[Z]): 
printf("Track Segments = ?Md \nn.NumSegmenu[Z1); 

/* (3) position of Top Sensor(center to ccntcr = 1.52-imm) */ 
r + + ~ ~ + * * * ~ * * * ~ * ~ * + * * * * * * * * ~ ~ t * * ~ * m * * * * * * *  L/ 

/* sensor dimensions * I  
for (i=l:i<=Scnsor-X-axis;i*) /* 1.27 mm long(xdircction) */ 
1 

for (j=l $=l O;j++) /* 1 .X mm wide(ydirection) ' 1  

I 
n += 1: 
xpos[n]=(i- 1 )* dScnsorScg - JS*dSensorSeg; 

/%hifi up*/ 
ypos[n]=+ I)*dScnsorScg - J.S*dSensorSeg + 1.524*del; 
tpos[n]= zZ+z 1 ; 
ma[n]=dSensorScg*dScnsorSeg: 
1 

1 
I* The nurnber of segmenn for the sensor. */  
NumScgments[3 ]=n-NumSegmenu[ l ]-NumSrgmcnts[Z]; 

fprintf(fptr."Sensor S e p e n u  = O/06d h".NumSepena[3]); 
printf("Sensor Segments = %d \n".NumSegments[3]): 

/. (4) position of Bottom Sensor * /  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/* sensor dimensions *I 

for (i=I;i<=Sensor-;Y-axis;i*) /* 1.37 mm long(xdirection) */ 
I 

for lj=l;j<= IOj*) /* 1.27 mm wide(ydirection) */ 

n += 1; 
xpos[nl=(i- 1 )*dSensorScg - J.S*dSensorSeg; 

Imshift do~m*/ 
ypos[n 1%- l)*dSenso&g - J.S0dSensorSeg - 1 .52J*del; 
zpos[n J= zZ+z 1; 
ma[n]=dSensorScg*dSensorSeg; 
1 

1 
/* The number of segments for the sensor. */ 
NumSegments[J]=n-NumSepents[ 1 1-NumScgments[Z]-NumSegments[3 1; 

fprintf(fptr."Sensor Segments = M d  \nn.NumSegmcnts[J]); 
printflaSensor Segments = M d  \nn.NurnScgmcnts[J 1); 

/* ( 5 )  position of right ground strip / 
/* **********************************************************************/ 

dSwipSeg = 0.127 del; /* suc of segmentation for strips samc as sensorsCl 
/* strip dimensions */ 

for (i= 1 ;i<=6;it+) /* 0.762 mm Iong(xdircction)= 6 segments */ 

for (j= 1 $=34;j++) l* 4.3 18 mm wide(ydimtion)= 34 segments */ 
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n += 1; 
I* nght shift = 25 + 15 t 10 = 50 thou (1.271~1) */ 

xpos[nWi-l)*dStripSeg - 2.jLdStripSeg + 1 .X'*deI; 
ypos[npj-l)*dStripSeg - 16.PdStripSeg; 
rpos[n]= zl+z 1 ; /* at same Ievel as scnsor/stimulator */ 
ma[n]=dSmpSeg8dSuipSeg; 
I 

1 
l* The nurnber of segments for rhe ri& suip. * f  

N~mSepments(5~-NurnSegments[ 1 I-NurnSegments[2]-NumSepents[3I 
-NurnSegmrnts[l]: 

fprintf[fpu."Ground Suip Se-ments = %6d \nn.NumSegrncnis[5 1): 
pnntfl"Ground Suip Segmenis = %d inn.NurnSegments(S1): 

/* strip dimensions */ 
for (i=l;ic=6;1++) /* 0.762 mm long(xdirection)= 6 segments */ 
I 

for O= 1 $=34;j*) /* 4.3 18 mm wide(y-riircction)= 34 segments */ 

{ 
n += 1: 

/*Ieftshift=25 + 15 +10=5Othou(1.27mm) */ 
xpos[nj=(i-l)*dShpSeg - 2S*dStripScg - 1.27'deI: 
ypos[np=-1 )*dSuipSeg - 16S*dStrip!kg; 
zpos[n]= zZ+zl: /* at same level as sensor/stirnulator *I 
arta[nj=dS tripSeg*dStripSeg; 
I 

I 
/* The number of segments for the ieft strip. */ 
NumSc~ents(61-7\-NurnSegments[ 1 ]-NumSegmenrs[Z1-NumSc~ents(3 1 

-NurnSeg1nents[4]- NumSegments[S 1; 
fprintfifpu."Ground Strip Segments = %d \nn,NumSegments[6j); 
prinflRGround Suip Scgmenrs = Y& \nn.NumSegments[6]); 
fprintf(fpu.Tota1 Segments = M d  \nR.n); 
printf("Tota1 Segments = %6d inn.n); 

for(i= 1 ; i<=n: i*) /* ouner loop * I  
I 
Impedancr[i][ij = l.O*P1*0.282*sqn((float) area[i]) 

- ma[iy(2.O*zpos[i]); 

foG= I ; j<=n; j*) /* inner loop */ 

if ( j4 )  IL syrnmetric matrix */ 
1 
dx = xpos[i) - xpos(jJ; 
dy = ypos[i] - yposu]; 
dz = rpos[i] - zposb]; 
dùmage = zpos[i] + rposu]; 
dd = du d ~ :  
dy2 = dy'dy: 
dz2 = &*&; 
&image2 = dzimage*dzimage; 
distance = ( I .Olsqn((float)(du2+dy2+dz2))) 

- ( 1 .Olsqn((floatMduZ+dy2+&imagd))): 
lmpedance[i]Lj J = ma~]*distance; 
tmpeûanctu][i] = arca[i]*distance; 
1 

Region C Code 
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tudcmp(nindr&d); 
foa=  l ;j<=nlj++) { 
for(i= l;i<=n;i++) col[i] = 0.0: 

collj] = 1 .O: 
lubksb(n.indrcol); 
for( i= 1 :ic=n;i++) Inv impedance[i]lj]=col[i]; 
I 

for (nc= 1 :nc<=ncond:nçtr) 
1 

nn=û; 

Set up the Voltages first */ 

for(i= 1 :i<=ncond;it+) 
$ 

forlj= 1 $=NumScgments[i];j++) 

nn+= 1 ; 
Voltage[nn]=O.O; 
if(i-iic) Voltage[nn]= 1 .O; 
1 

I 
Set up the Charges. * I  
Actudly the charge density is caiculated */ 
for(i= 1 ;i<=n;i*) 

Chargeknsity[i]=û.O; 
foqj= [ ;i<=n;jtk) 
I 
Ch~eDensi~[i]+=lnvImpc:dancc[i]~]~VoI~e~]; 
I 

I 
I* Calculate capacitances. charge = charge densip x area Dont forget the 4*P18e0 factor */ 

nn=O: 
for(+ l :i<=ncond;i*) 
1 

atoH.0: 
qtoH.0; 
f o ~ =  1 $=NumScgments [il j*) 

I 
nn+= 1 ; 
qtot+= ChqeDen~ity[nnj*arra[nn]*(4~O*PI*cO); 
atot+=arca(nn 1; 
l 

capmat[ncl[i]=(fabs(qtot)); /* C=q/V (the voltage = 1 volt) */ 
I 

I 

I* Print out the Capacitanca */ 
fprintflfPu."Yd.?e.",xoffset); 
for (i= 1 ;i<=ncond;i++) 

I 
for(j=l ;j<=ncond;j*) 
C 
fPrintflfpu.w%9.8eta.capmat[i]lj]); 
printflw%9. k.".capmat[i]~]): 
I 

I 
/* f f ~ t  up memory */ 

for (i= 1; i<=LIM;i++) 
t 
fite (Impcdancc[i]); 
frce (Invlrnpedana[iD; 
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1 
xoffsct += 0.63Pdel; /* 25 h o u  = 25 *O.OZ54 = 0.63Smm stcp sizc xdircction *l 
) /*end x-scan wiiile*/ /* vacklength = 1000. + 70 thou cdge to cdge = 1070 thou or 27.1 78mmS 

/* which means CO scan haIf the crack = 535 thou o r  13.S89mme/ 
/* 25 thou step SUC meam 2 1 .J stcps or 23 to go just over h a P l  

printf7"FMISHED PROGRAM. \na); 
fcIose(fptr): 
I 

I* ludcmp * I  
/* LU Decornposition from Numencal Recipcs in C ' 1  

void ludcmp(int n-int *indx.float 'dl 

int i.imw.j.k: 
float big.dumsum.trmp: 
float vv[LIM]; 
void nrerror().frre-vector(); 
*d=1 .O; /* no row interchange yet */ 
for (i=l :i<=n;i++) 
t 

big4 .0 ;  
for (j= 1 $=nj") 

if ((temp=fabs(Impcdancc[i]fi])) > big ) big=tcmp: 
if (big = 0.0) nrtrror("Singu1ar matri. in routine LUDCMP"); 
l* no nonzero Iargest clement *I  

vv[il= I .O/big; /* Save the scaling */ 

I 
for (j= l j<=na+) 

/* This is the loop over columns of  Crout's rnerhod. ' 1  
1 u 

for (i= 1 :i<j 3-1 
! 

sum=Impedance[i]fi]; 
for (k= 1 ;k<i:k++) surn -- Impcdmcr[i][k)*Impedance[k~~]; 
Impedance[il~]=sum: 

I 
big=0.0; 

I* lnitialize for the sevch  for lat-gest pivot elemcnt*l 
for (i=j;ic=n;i*) 

1 

surn=Impedance[i]~]; 
for (h=l;k<j;k*) 

sum = Impedance[i~~]*~rnpedance~]~ J; 
Impedance[i]~]=swn; 
if ( (dum=w[i)* fabs(sum)) >= big) 
I 

big=-dum: 
ima~=i;  

I 
1 
if (j != i m a ~ )  /* Do we nced to interchange rows'? */ 
C 
for (h=l;k<=n;k++) /* Ycs do so..*/ 

dum=Impcdance[imax]~]; 
Im~dance[imax]fk]=Impcdana[iI~1; 
Irnpedancc~]@c]=dum; 

1 
*d = -(*d); /* ..and change the prity of  de/ 
w[imax]=w~];  /* Aiso interchange the scale facior. */ 

1 
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if (Impedanau]b] = 0-0) Impcdana~]~ l= t i ny ;  
/* If the pivot e l m e n t  is zen, the matrix is singular (at ltast to the prccision */ 
/* o f  the dgorkhm). For some applications on singular rnamccs. it is desirable *I 
/* to substitute tiny for zero.*/ 

ifCj != n) /* now finally, divide by the pivot elernent+*/ 
I 

dum= 1 .O/(Impedmce~ lu]): 
for (i=j+ l ;i<=n;i-) Impedancc[i]~l '= dum; 

1 
/* lubksb */ 
/* Routine for tonvard and bachvard substitution for solving */ 
/* a set of n linear cquaiions. From Numericd Rccipes in C */ 

void Iubksb(int n.int *indu.float col[]) 
I 

int i.ii=û.ip j; 
float sum: 

/* when ii is set ro a positive n it will become the index of the fint nonvanishing elrmcnt of  col. We now do the foward 
substitution. the only ncw wrinklc is to unscramble the permutation as we go. *I 

for (i= 1 :i<=n;i*) 
I 

ip=indu[i]; 
sum=col[ip]; 
col [ip]=col[i]; 

if (ii) 
for (j=ii;jc=i-1 ;j*) sum = impcdancc[i]~]*collj]; 

elsc if (sum) ii=i; 
/* A nonzero element was encountered. so from now on we will have to do the sums in the loop above '1 

col[i]=sum: 
I 
for (i=n;i>=l ;i-) /* now wr: do the back substitution .I 
: 

sum=col[i]: 
for Cj=i+ 1 j<=n;jt+) surn Impedancc[i]u ]*colLi]; 
col[i]=sum/lmpedancc[i][i 1; 
/* store a component of ttir: solution vector x. */ 

I 
I 

/* Utility Routines From Nuincrical Recipcs in C ' 1  
/* nffrror */ 
/* standard crror handler */ 
void nrerror(char emr-textu) 
f 

void exit(); 
t$rinttlstderr.* numerical Recipcs run-timc emr !  ... \na); 
~rin~stdcrr."%\n".emr-tcxt); 
fprintflstderr .*... now exiting to system ...\na) ; 
exit( 1); 

I 

/* vtctor */ 
/* AIlocam a float vtctor with range (nl..nh]*l 
float *vector(int nl.int nh) 

float *v; 
v=(float *)rnaIloc((unsigned) (nh-nI+l)*sizeot(float)); 
if (!v) nrcrrot('dIocation failure in vector()"); 
rcturn v-nt; 

1 

/* kt-vector */ 
P F ~ c s  a float vector allocatcd by vcctor()*/ 
void fm_vcctor(float *v,int nl.int nh) 
( 

k ( ( c h a P )  (v+nl));) 
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APPENDIX E 

BUT Dielectric Layer C Code Sample 

I* Simulation Of The CTS-128 PCB Test System * f 
/* BUT Dielccuic Layer Incorporated into mode1 */ 
l* Aproximate Formula used for reflrction tenn * I  
I* and Full Integration used for r-h=O 1 
/* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  */ 

Xinclude <stdio.h> 
ginclude <math.h> 
Xinclude <malloch> 

ddeftne tiny 1 .ûe-20 
#define PI 3.14 1592654 
#define cO 8.854e-12 
#define LIM 200 
#define LM3 200 
#define EPS 3.k-II  

void ludcmp(int n.int *indx.float *d): 
void lubksb(int n.int *ind~,float *col); 
void mrror(chaf emr-ftxtfl): 
float *vector(int nl.int nh): 
void fixe-vector(float *v.int nl.int nh); 
void exit(int): 
void gauleg(doub1e xI.doub1e x2.double x[LIM].doublt: w[LIMl.int n); 
double bessljO(double x); 

l* global variable dcclarations / 
/* *** ............................................................. */ 

/* Main Program / 
/* *****************************************************************/ 

void main(void) 
I 

float Voltagc[LIM].d.col[LIM].ebsalon. Prirnary Irnpcdance, Reflcctionlmpedance; 
float CHARGEDENSiTY[LlM] ,&K. ~ . . d y . d y 2 . c a p a c i c e . m .  float A l m d a  Blamda; 
float area[LIM]. dseg. distance.totalcap, TrackLengîh,da dzkcsquarc. &image. dzimage2.afotqtot del; 
float TnckHeight dTrackSe&zI .BUTthicknessz2AirGaprhichess. ShifiTrackRight..uoîlkf yoffset; 
float capm;u[10][10].dSc11~orSeg. avduc. ScnsorWidih. CcnterTrack. ShiftTrackLefk 
tloat dSiripScg, TrackWidth. CENTERY. CENTER newvalut. error. inugration. Totallntcgration; 
float IntegrationOfSeaion.el .eZ.KDZ.rho. dStimulatorSeg. FxFIM31. value. J I  .rZ,approx.Differencc; 
float ydistxmin~umau.duh[LI~].dw,rdisutt5~d~~t&IM3 A. B. R a 8, dv . Sum .Value sumr .test 
int numtotrs.nstcp[LIM],ntnmax.nPointGa~~~Lcgend~t; 
int indx[LlM].ij,knc. NumSegments[1Ol,nnncond Sensor-X-mis. m, pp.j.iij. qq. r. f p; 
double x[LIM3],w[LIM3].x 1 ,uZ: 
FILE O f p u ;  

del = 0.00 1 ; la conven mm to metcn */ 

I* assign the diclecvic constants for the two regions *l 
e l  = I .O*cO: 
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c2 = 4.7*d: I* Didectric constant of BUT is 4.7 */ 

BüTthickness = 0.79375 del: /* 3 1 2 5  thou*O.O254=.79375mrn BUT. which will equal D later21 
AirGapthickness = 0.254 del; /* 10 thou air gap = 10*0.0254 = 0.254 mm air gap *! 
zl  =0.0 : /* track will bc at r-lcro interface */ 
2 = AirGapthickness: 1' r2= spaœ bcru-een track and sensor/stimulator copper */ 
D = BUTthicknas: /* since z[pos] track = O  * I  

ncond4: 1' The d of clernents - sensors.mck. etc.'/ 

memory allocations * I  
for(i= 1 :i<=LIM;i*) 
t t 

Impedance(i] = (florit *) malloc( LIM*sizeoflfloat)): 
if (Impedancc== NULL) 

printfl"Insuffkient memoq available. 'JI"); 

I 
for(i=I :i<=LJM:i+) 
I 
Invlrnpedance[i] = (floar *) malloc( LIM*sizeof(float)): 
if (Invlmpcdancc- NULL) 

printf('1nsuficient rnemory available. hW): 
I 

P output file allocation ' 1  
fptr=fopcn("dielec.cut"."wW); 
iqfjm=NULL) 

( printflw can't open file"): 
1 

/+ ++****1********1 O/ 
I* Geomcuy Setup */ 
/*********+********/  

/* JO0 THOU (approx 1 cm) ;Y 10 THOU */ 
TracUength = 10.16 del; l* 400 x 0.0254 = 10.16 mm track lsngth */  
TncliWidth = O.Z54*del: t* 0.254 mm wide tracli *! 

l* Track Scanning variables * l  
xoffset= O.O*del; IL 60 thou (i.52lmm)right pu& crack righr tdge at scnsor right edge *1 
yoffset= O.O*del; 1' ccntemd under centcr sensor */  

I* do loop for step scan */ 
whilc(xoffkt<= ( 6.1 del)) /* 240 thou distancc stepped = 240 0.0254 = 6.096mm xdirection */ 
( 

n =O: /* start the counter at O */ 
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I 
1 

NumSegrnents( 1 ]=n; /* The n u r n k  of segments for the smsor. */ 
tprintf'(fpu."Sensor Segments = a/& \nn.NwnSegmcnts[l 1); 
printt7"Sensor Segments = Y& \nm.NumScpents[ 1 1); 

l* (2) position of Track */ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  */ 

dTr;ic)iSeg = 0.254 del: i* Size of segmentation for mck. t IOthou = 0.25Jrnm) */ 
/* \offset is w d  to scan the track in the xdirection. */ 

for (i= 1 :i~~int)((TrackLen@dTracfieg)tO05);i+) 
1 I 

for ( j = I  :j<=(int)(~nckWidth/flra~Ueg~~5);i-) 
1 t 

n += 1; 
CENTER = ((TracUength/dT~kScg)- 1 .OyZ.O; 

i* line up right edgc of track with right tdge of lcft grnd suip *I 
/' shift to the rîght = 35 thou + tracklcngth/2 */ 
I* in this case 35 thou + J00/2 = 235 thou shift ri@ */ 
/* 235 0.0254 = 5.969 mm shifi */ 

xpos[nl=(i-1 )*dTnckSeg - CENTER*dTrackSeg - 5.969'del + xoffset; 
CEMTRY = ((TrackWidWdTrackSeg)-1 .0)LZyzO; 
ypos[n]*-l)*ciTrackSeg - CEKITRY*dTrackScg + y o f i t ;  
zpos(n ]= z 1 ; P uackisatzl  = O  */ 
area(n]-XrackScg*dTrackScg; 
1 

I 
NumSegmcnu[2]=n-NumSements[l]; /* The numbcr of segments for Track */ 

fprintf(fptr."Track Segments = Yo6d \nn,NumScgments[Z]): 
printf(7rack Segments = %6d \nU.NumSegmenu[Z]); 

dStripSeg = 0.254 del; /* size of segmentation for strips samr as sensors*/ 
/* suip dimensions *I 

for ( i = l  :i<=3;i*) /* 10 thou long(xdirection)= 3 segment */ 

t 
for (j= l$=j$+) /* CO thou wide(ydirection)= 5 segments */ 
4 

n ,= f ;  
/* right shift= 25 + 1s' + I O  = 50 thou (l.Xmm) '1  

xpos[nl=+l )*dStripSeg - 1 .O*dStrip&g + l.X*del; /* (3- 1 y2 = 1 for xpos shifling */ 
y pos[n]+- 1 )*dSuipSeg - 2.0*dStripSeg; 
zpos[n]= 2; P at samc lcvel as xnsor/stimulator */ 
area[npdStnpSeg*dSuipSeg; 
I 

1 
NumSegmcnts[3 ]=n-NumScgments[I 1-Nu&gments[2]; 
fprintîl@tr.*Ground Strip Segments = YdSd h".NumSegncnts[3J); 
prin~"Ground Strip Segrnentr = Yo6d \n".NumSegments[3]); 

/* (4) position of Ieft ground stnp */ 
/**~************8****8************************+************************ 21 

I* strip dimensions */ 
for (i= 1 ;i<=3;i*) 

for Q= i ;i<= j$+) 

( 
n += 1; 

/* IcFtshift=25+ 15+10=50thou(1.27mm) *! 
xpos[n]=(i- 1 )*dStripSeg - 1 .O*dStripScg - l.27*dcl; 
ypos[n)=(j-I)*dStripSeg - 2.O'dStripScg; 
zpos[n)= 22: /* at sarne ltvel as isxnsorlstimulator */ 
arta[nwuipSeg+dStripSeg; 
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I 
I 

NumSegments[4]=n-NumSegmcn1s[l ]-NwnSegments(2]-NumScgmtirt~[3J; 
@rintf(fjm."Ground Strip Segments = O/& b".NumSegmtnts[4]); 
printfimGround Suip Segments = O/& \n*.NumSepnts[4]); 
fprintf(@u."lOtal Segments = M d  ùtm.n); 
printf('Towl Segments = %6d \na.n); 

for(i=!: i<=n: i t - )  1' LOOW3 */ l* outter loop */ 
I 
1' for the seIf t c m  ALL cases including z=h+ are covercd by this approximation!*/ 
Irnpedancc[i][il = J.O*PI*0.282*sqn((float) arealil)- area[iV((2.0*zpos[i]) + (Z.O*(BUTthickness))); 
1' this is for the image tem. ic don't xquirt rcflection term for i.i */ 

if (jci) /* LOOP # I */ /* symmetric matri.. */ 
{ 
1' calculate the primary contribution tïrst */ 
du = upos[i] - xposb]; 
dy = ypos[il- yposbl; 
dz = zposli] - zposb]; 
duz = dK*du: 
dy2 = dy0dy; 
dr2 = dP&; 

distance = ( l .O/sqrt((float)(dxZ+dyZ+dtL))): 
1 H = height to source charog * I  
/* D = dielecxric thickness */ 
f Z = obsevation z-coordinau *l 
/* rho = observation rh~oord ina te  (OR distance h m  SOURCE) */ 

H = zpos[i 1; 
z = zposli]; 

i* h o  for the source is always at zero thercfore rho = sqn (xG]-x[iJ)**2 + (ybj-yi])**2)*/ 
rho=t'abs(sqn(((xpos~]-xps[i])*(xposljl-xpos[il)P((~po~tiI-~pos[il)*(~~osliI-~~os[i])))); 
if((zpos[i]< 1 .Oe-50) && (zposo]< f .Oe-50)) 
I I 

hirnarylmpedance = 0.0; 
integuion=0.0; 
InrcgrationOfSection = 0.0; 
nPointGaussLegcndx = 12; P 12 point guass legendre *I 
rdist = h o ;  /* observation coord on x-suis*/ 

ydist = (float) fabs(Z) + H; 
x m a ~  = 1.0e04; I* integmion uppcr Iimit */ 

xmin = 0/100.0: /* integration lower limit */ 
l* Truncate Integrand */ 

if(xmin~xmaull0.0)) /* xmin must be <= xmadlO *l 
{ 
xmin = xmadl0.0; 
I 
numtot = 1; /* one segment assurncd */ 
d?tfn(nurntotj = xmax; 1. dxfnl] stores the sementation coords *I 
if(rdist c (20.0/d~fn[nurntotj)) /* if rdist c (20.0Ixma~) */ 

I /* one segment only */ 
dur = dufh[l] / 128.0; 

for@= l : p<=numto tp )  
I 
Qhi[numtot-p+8] = dufn[numtot-p+ l 1; 
1 

hfn[ l W. 
dufh(2)-2.0.b. 
d x f n [ 3 ~ . 0 * d x r ,  
dxfh[4]=8.0*dxr, 
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dxh[5~16.O*dv.  
dxfn[6]=32.0*dvV 
dvh[7~=bl.O+dxr. 
numtot=nurntot + 7: 
I 
else 
1 
/* More Than One Segment Required rdist > ZOhmav */ 
dxr = 20.0/rdist: /* between m i n  and xmav nced to segment */ 
xtest = 0.0: /* the inteprand into more than one scrg */ 

while(xtest~xmin) 
I 

xtest += d .  
I 
while(.utrst.rdvfn[nurntot 1) 
I I 

numtot+= 1 : 
dxfn[numtotl=dvfn[numtot-1 1; 
dxfn[numtot- 1 ]=?ctest: 
xtest+d~. 

I 
dur = dxfh[l] 1 128.0; /* same code as above for segmcnting the */ 

for(pp= 1 ;ppc-numtot;pptc) /* first segment into 8 segments */ 
f 

dvfn[numtot-ppt8]= dxfn[numtot-pp+ 11; 
I 

dvfn[l J=dv. 
dxfn[21=2.0*dv. 
dxfn[3]=;l.O*dur. 
dxfn[J1=8.0*dur. 
dxfh[5]= l6.O*dur. 
dxfn[6]=32.0*dur. 
dxfn[7]=6J.O*dur, 
numtot=numtot + 7: 
1 1' end of if elsi: statement */ 
/* ****+***** Sectioning the i n t c p d  is completed ********** */ 

1' set nstep * I  
for(Ü= 1 ;Üc=nurntot;Ü-) 
I 
nstepaj= 1: 
I 
nstep[ll = 2; l* the first section is choped into 2 immediarcly */ 
l* **********Pass each section one at a time IO be Intergrated**"****** */ 
dust[l ]=0.0; /* starting point of intcgration x l */ 
forCüid;iü<=n",,,tot;üir+) 
I 
dmtfi]=dx fh fi- 1 1; 
1 
I* lnitialize variables to zero */ 
IntegrationOfScction = 0.0; 
Totallntegration = 0.0; 
for(ns=l;ns~=numtot;~~~*) /* 600 one section at a time */ 

a = dat[ns]; 
b = dxh[ns]; 
nt = nsteplnsl; 
/* Termination Criteria */ 
e m r  = 1.k-05; /* original value = l.ûe-05 */ 
nmav = 2; /* end the sectioning of integrand section a k r  nmav * I  
test = 0.0; 

for(L=l;k<=nmax;k++) P 620 */ 
I 
dv = (b-aynt; 
S m  = 0.0; 
XI=% 
x2=a+dv: 

for(qq= 1 ;qq<=nt;qq++) 1.650 */ 
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( 
/* GAUSS LEGENDRE ïNïEGRATION x t  up wi's and xi's */ 
gaukg(x 1 ,d,~.w.nPointGaussLegendrt); 

/* determine the function value at the xi's store the rcsulting f(x's) in Fxu */ 
for(r=I .Y=nPointGaussLegendrc:rt+) 
t 
value = x[r]; l* get the abscissas */ 

F x[r]=((Z.O*(e I/eZ))/((e I/e2)+( l/(tanh((float~value+D))))))*bessIjo(value*ho~: 
} /* for qq to nt loop */ 
l* Calculate Inregration - sum up the weight .Y f7abscissas) *! 

Vdue =0.0: 
for([= l ;t<=nPointGaussLegendft:t*) 
1 a 

Value += Fx[t]*w[t[; 
I 
Sum += Value: 
x l 4 :  
. d d + d v ;  

I 
if&= 1 ) I* test is evduated f ie r  k> 1 '; 
L 
sumr = Sum; 
nt=ntcl; 
I 
e l x  
1 
tcs~abs(Sum-sumrYfabs(sumr); 

if(test<error) 
I 
break: 
1 

sumr=Surn: 
nt=nt*2; 1' Increment nt*? if no BREAK */ 
) /* end of clse*/ 

!* If BREAK OCCURED here */ 
IntegationOtSection = Sum; 
integralion += IntegrationOfSection; 

/* end of for(ns =1 to numtot) */ 
IgAssigning the IMPEDANCE ELEMENTS */ 

Reflectionlmpedance = areau]*integration: /* symmeuic rnatnx */ 
/* note for the case when z=h=û the pnmary was set 10 zero sincc propmed so that the relection tenn is the whole irnpedance tenn 
*I 

[mpedancr[i]Cj] = Pnmarylmpcdance + Reflectionlmpedance: 
lmpedancefij[il= PrimaryImpedance + Reflectionlmpedance; 

IntegrationOfSection = 0.0: 
integraiion = 0.0: 
sumr = 0.0: 
Sum = 0.0: 
1 

/* ELSE it is the APPROUMATE FORMULA ail cases other than ~ h 4 . l  
else 

Pnmary Impedancc = arcab]*distance; 
/* primary tcrm = rl = sqrt((ho*rho) + (Z-H)*(Z-H)); donc abovc */ 
r2 = sqrt((rho * h o )  + (Z+H+2*(e 1 /eZ)*D)*(Z+H+Z*(e I/eZ)*D)); - 
Reflectionlmpedance = areab]* (-1.0*(1.0/r2)); /* syrnmetric maui.~ */ 
/* Assigning the IMPEDANCE ELEMENTS */ 
fmpedance[i] lj 1 = Primary Impcdancc + Re flectionlmpcdance; 
Impcdanceb][i] = Primarylmpedance + RcflectionIrnpcdance; 
I 

I /* LOOP#I ENDS ' 1  
} /* LOOPU2 ENDS */ 

I P LWP#3 ENDS '1  
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ludcmp(n.indil&d); 
forlj= 1 ;j<=n;jt+) { 

for(i=l ;i<=n;i*) col[i] = 0.0; 
COID] =l.O: 

lubksb(n.indxco1); 
for(i=l ;i<=n:i*) Invlmpedance[il~ ]=col[i]: 

I 
for (nc= 1 :nc<=ncond:nw) 
! 
n n d :  
/* Set up the Voltages first, * I  

for(i= 1 ;i<=ncond:i*) 
I 

fo*= 1 $=NurnSegments[i]j++) 
1 t 

nn-1; 
Voltage[nn 14.0; 

ifli-iic) Voltage[nn]= 1 .O; 
1 

I 
/* Set up the Charges. Actually the charge density is cdculatcd */ 
for(i= 1 ;i<=n;itç) 
t 
CHARGEDENSiTY[i]=O.O; 
fo* 1 j<=rl;i++) 

{ 
CK4RGEDENSITY[i]+=InvImpcdance[i~~]*Vol~efi]; 
I 

1 
/* Calculate capacitances. charge = charge densiry x m a  Don't forget the ScPi*el factor - not eO ' 1  
nn=O: 

forIi= l :i<=ncond:i+t) 
{ 
atot=0.0: 
qtot=0.0: 

forlj=l ;i<=NumSegments[ij;j++) 
1 

nn+= 1; 
qtot+= CHARGEDENSIn[nn]*arra[nnj*(J.O*Pl*eI ); /*NOTE - eO changes to el */ 
atot+=area[nn 1; 
1 

capmat[ncl[i]=(fabs(qtot)); /* C=qV (the voltage = 1 volt) */ 
I 

) I* END of for  nc Ioop */ 

/* Print out the Capacitanccs */ 
fprintfl@tr."o/09+8e."~xoffset); 
for ( i=  1 :i<=ncond;i+) 
{ 

for(j= 1 ;i<=ncond;i*) 
I 
fprin~@&.n%9.8e.".capmat[i]~]); 
I 

xoffXt += O.S08*del; /* 20 chou = 20 '0.0254 = 0.508mm step size xdimction */ 
Pend x-scan whilc*l /* tracklcngth = 300. + 70 thou cdge to edgt = 470 thou / 

1' which means to scan half the mck = 235 thou or 5.969rnrn*l 
/* 20 thou step skc means 1 1.75 sups or 12 io go just ovcr halP/ 

/* Frce up mcmory */ 
for (i= 1; i<=LIM;i*) 
{ 
tie+ (Impedance[i]); 
fk (invImpcdance[i]); 
1 
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I* ludcmp ' 1  
1' LU Decomposition fmm Numerical Recipes in C *I 
void ludcrnp(int n,int *ind~float *d) 
t 

int i.imm.j.li; 
îloat bigdumsum.temp: 
tloat vv(LIiM 1; 
void nremr().free-vector0; 

*d= 1 .O; /* no row interchange yet ' 1  
for (i= 1 ;ic=n;i-) 
1 1 

big=0.0: 
for (j= f $=nj++) 

if ((tcmp-fab&s(Impcdancc[i]fi])) > big ) big-temp; 
if (big = 0.0) mrror("Singular m&x in routine LUDCMP"); 
/* no nonzero l q c s t  elemcnt */ 

vv[i]= l.O/big; /* Save the scaIing */ 

1 
for (j= 1 j<=nj*) 

/* This is the l w p  over columns of Cmut's method. */ 
1 t 

for (i= 1 :i<j;iti.) 
1 I 

som=fmpedance[i]~ j; 
for (L i  1 :k<i;k*) sum = ~m~dmce(i][k]*lmpdance[k1~I: 
Irnpedance[ilLj]=surn; 

I 
b i ~ O . 0 :  

/* Initialize for the search for larges1 pivot eIernent'I 
for (i=j:i<=n:i-+) 

I 
sum=fmpedance[i]lj]; 
for (k=I :k<j;kt+) 

surn = Irnpcdance[i][kl*Impedance[k]~]; 
Impedance[i]u J=sum; 
if ( ( d ~ m ~ [ i ] * f a b s ( s u m ) )  >= big) 
I 

big-dum; 
imax=i; 

1 
1 
if lj != imau) IL Do WC need to interchange rows? */ 
1 I 

for (L-l;kc=n;k*) l* Yes do sa.*/ 

dum=Impedance[imau][kI; 
lrnpcdancc[imax][k)=Irnpcdancc~][k]; 
Irnpedancc~]~]=dum; 

I 
*d = -(*d); /* ..and change the prity of del 
w[irnaul=wtj]; /* Also interchange thc scalc factor. */ 

I 
indxb]=imax; 
if (Irnpedance~]lj] = 0.0) Impcduicelj]~]=tiny; 

1' If thc pivot elemcnt is zero thc mamx is singular (at fcast to the precision of the algorithrn). For some applications on singular 
matrices. it is desirable to substitutc tiny for zero.*/ 

if (j != n) /* now finaily. divide by the pivot elcmcnt*l 
{ 
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dum= 1 .O/(lrnpcdanceCj]~]); 
for (i=j+ l ;i<=n;ic+) Impedanct[i]ljl *= dum; 

I 

!* lubksb '/ 
/* Routine for fonvard and bachward substitution for solving a set of n lincar equacions */ 
void lubksb(int n.int *indxfloai cola) 
1 

Ïnt i.ii4.ip.j: 
float sum: 

:* when ii is set to a positive n. it will twcome the index of the first nonvmishing element of col. We now do the forward 
substitution. the only new wrinkle is to unscrarnble the pcnnutation as we go. *I 

for (i= 1 ;i<=n;i-) 
{ 

ip=indx[i]: 
sum=col[ip j; 
col [ip]=col[i 1; 
if (ii) 

for (j=ii;j<=i- 1 ;j*) sum -= Impcdance[i]~]'col fi 1; 
c l x  if (sum) ii=i; 

/* A nonzero element was mcountcrcd. so h m  
now on wc will have to do the sums in the 
Iwp above *! 

col[i l=sum; 
I 
for (i=n:i>=l ;i-) /* now WC do the back substitution */ 
! 

sum=col[i]: 
for o=i+ 1 j<=n;j+t) sum = Impcdance[il~]*colfij; 
col[i]=sudm~dmce[i][i]; 
/* store a component of rhe solution vector x. ' 1  

I+ Litility Routines From Numerical Recipes in C * I  
/* nrermr */ 
I* smdard error huidler ' 1  
void nrerrorlchar errur-textu) 

void exit(); 
fprintfistderr." numerical Recipcs mn-tirne error! ... \nn); 
fprintf(stdcrr."O/os\n".crnr-text); 
fprintflstderr." ... now cxiting to system ... hW); 
exit(1); 

/* vector */ 
/* Allocaics a float vector with range [nl..nh]*/ 
float *vector(int nl.int nh) 

float *v: 
v==float )malloc((unsigned) (nhnl+ 1 )*sizcoflfloat)); 
if (!v) nrtrror("all6cation failurc in vector()"); 
return v-nl; 

I 

/* ftcedvector */ 
/* Frea  a float vcctor dlocated by vcctor()*/ 
void k~vec ro r ( f loa t  *v,int nl.int nh) 
{ 

k ( ( c h a P )  (v+nl)); 
1 

void gauleg(doub1c x1,doublc .3,doublc x[UMJ,double w[LIM],int n) 
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/* Given the lowcr and upper lirnits of inkgration xl and .d. and givcn n this mutine rtninis arrays x[l ... n] and w[l ..ml containing 
the abscissas and the weights of the Gauss-Ltgtndrr n-point quadrature formula*/ 
C 
double zl sm-xl.pp.p3.p2.pl: 
int mj.i; 

m = (n+ 1 yZ; /* the mots are symmctric in the interval u, */ 
xm = 0.5*(x2+xI): /* we only have to find haif of thcm */ 
xi = O.j*(!d-XI): 
for (i=l ;i<=m;i+) /* ioop ovcr the desired mots */ 
I 

~ ~ o s ( 3 . 1 4  l592654*(i - 0.25Y(n + 0.5)): 
t* starting with above approx to rhe ith mot. we cntcr the main loop of refincment by Newton's methodL/ 

do 
! 

pl = 1.0: 
pz = 0.0: 
for (j= 1 ;i<=n:j++) /* loop up the recurrenct relation */ 

I /* to get the Legendrr polynomial */ 
p3 = pz: I* cvduatcd a r / 
pz = p l ;  
p 1 = ((Z.O*j-1 .0)*zmp2-(j-1 .O)+p3)/j; 
1 

/* p 1 is now the desircd Legendre polynornial. We next computc pp. its denvative. by a standard relation involving du, p2. rhe 
polynomial of one lower ordcr. / 

pp = n*(z*pI-p2Y(z4z-1.0); 
zl = 2: 

z = z 1 -p 1 Ipp; l* Newton's method +/ 

I 
while ( fabs(z-zl) > EPS); 
x[ij = xm-xl*z: I* Scaie the mot to the desired interval */ 
x[n+l-il= xrn+xlmz; /* and put in iis symmctric counterpan. */ 
w[i] = LO*xl/((l .O-z*z)*ppLpp); /* compute the weight */ 
w[n+ 1-il = w[i]; /* and its symmetric counterpart */ 

} /* end for loop */ 
/* end of gauleg*/ 

double ksljO(doub1e x)  
{ 

double au. ~.y.ans.ans 1 .m2:  
if ((au=fabs(x)) < 8.0) 
I 
y=x*x; 

ans 1=5756839057J.W~*(-13362590354.0+~*(65 1619640.7+y*(-11213-124. 18+y8(77392.3301 7+y*(-183.9052456))))); 
ans2=5756&t903 1 1 .Oty*(I029532985.Oçy*(W94680.7 1 8+y*(j9?72.@853+y*(267.853271 2+y4 1 .O)))); 

ans=ans 1 land: 
1 
elsc 

~ 8 . 0 I a u ;  
p * z ;  
x.=a~-0.785398 164: 

ans 1 =l .Wy*(-O. 1 098628627~-2+y*(0.27345 10507e-4+y*(-02073370639e-5+y*O.20938872 1 1 e4)));  
ans2 = -O.IW?JWWje- 1 +y8(0. 1430488765e-3+y+(-6 1 1 14763 lc-5+y*(0.762 1095 16 Ie-6-y*O.93$935 152e-7))); 

ans=sqn(0.6366 1977Uau)*(cos(x..)*ans 1 -2% in(~~)*ans2); 
I 

/* printflmretuming ans = W.8f \nW.ans); */ 
return (ans); 

1 
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